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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Welcome Gathering

Sixth Month 10, 1992

Friends gathered quietly in the ballroom of the Union Building at Fort Lewis College in Durango,
Colorado, and out of the silence, Clerk Martin Cobin welcomed everyone to the 1992 gathering of
InterMountain Yearly Meeting.

Clerk recognized Friends from throughout the yearly meeting by naming the regional meetings and
inviting those present to stand as he called their monthly meeting or worship group.

Arizona Half-Yearly Meeting: Flagstaff Meeting, Prescott Worship Group, Phoenix Meeting,
Pirna Meeting, Tempe Meeting, Cochise Worship Group.

Colorado Regional Meeting: Boulder Meeting, Fort Coffins Meeting, Mountain View Meeting,
West Side Worship Group, City View Worship Group, Colorado
Springs Meeting, Western Slope Worship Group, Grand Valley
Worship Group.

New Mexico Quarterly Meeting: Albuquerque Meeting, Lamb’s Community Worship Group,
Gallup Worship Group, Durango Meeting, Mancos Worship
Group, Southeast New Mexico Worship Group, Gila Meeting, Las
Cruces Meeting, Los Alamos Worship Group, Santa Fe Meeting.

Utah Friends Fellowship: Logan Meeting, Salt Lake Meeting, Moab Worship Group.

Additionally: Mexico City Meeting, Wyoming Friends Meeting, Midland
Meeting, Texas, Friends from Canada, scattered Friends from
coast to coast.

General announcements about events and locations for the gathering were made to supplement
registration information and the bulletin board outside the dining room.

Friends were then invited to join in singing led by Eric Wright and Tom Kowal.
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Meeting for Worship for Business I

Sixth Month 11, 1992

Meeting opened with silent worship at 10:15.

1. Dorothy Aldrich read the epistle from London Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends
that met in London in May 1991.

2. Clerk Martin Cobin introduced guests to the yearly meeting:
Ursula Franklin, Toronto, keynote speaker; Fred Franklin, Toronto;
Representatives of affiliated Friends organizations: Kitty Baragato, AFSC, Alison Oldham, FCNL;
Asia Bennett, FWCC; (Clerk noted these organizations would report in a session planned for
that evening);
Nancy Yarnall, Friends Bulletin;
Mike Gray, Friends General Conference.

Other special Friends were recognized;
Ellen Gonzales, Mexico City Meeting;
Jim Davis, Scattergood School;
Wyoming Friends.

Clerk then named the IMYM representatives to affiliated Friends organizations, noting that some
were not present:

AFSC: Nick Macen, Elise Boulding, Steve Ratcliffe and Bill Gross;
FWCC: Arline Hobson, Barbara Neal, Bill Dunland, Elaine Emmi;
Regional Representatives to FCNL: Alicya Malik, Lucy Logan, Claire Leonard, Katherine Welch,
Susan Worthman, Susan Dahi, Elizabeth Simon and Anne Ryder;
FWCC Triennial Gathering at Ghost Ranch in 1994: Ted Church, lead organizer and primary
source of information.

3. Clerk recognized, with his personal thanks, the essential care providers in our meeting: Barbara
Stephens, Registrar, her assistants, and the Operations Committee.

92 -1. Meeting expressed its thanks for the hard work of the registrar, her assistants and the

Operations Committee to make the gathering possible.

4. Nominations for the Watching Committee were given by Dorothy Aldrich, convenor. She
announced that epistles from other yearly meetings have been duplicated and placed with the
reports in the reading room.

92-2. The nominations for the Watching Committee were accepted by the Meeting. In addition to
Dorothy Aldrich, convenor; Loujeanne Catlin, Rebecca Henderson and Marie Godfrey will

serve.

5. On behalf of the Long-range Planning Committee, Elizabeth Bailey and Bob Stucklen, Co-Convenors,

reported. They thanked the previous committee for its insight and efforts to find this location. The

Committee noted that no matter what site we choose, the important thing is to make the site work

for us as a community, growing spiritually.
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Plenary Session

Sixth Month 11, 1992

The special guest of IMYM in 1992 was Ursula Franklin of Toronto. When she addressed the
plenary session, she spoke of “Quaker Witness in a Technological Society.” The following
summarizes Ursula Franklin’s speech and was prepared by Robin Callarid of Mountain View
Friends Meeting, first appearing in the MVFM Newsletter for July 1992.

“Technology,” according to Canadian physicist and professor Ursula Franklin, who
was quoting Kenneth Boulding, ‘is the way we do things around here.” It is the
apparatus of systems and tools humans build to accomplish the age-old tasks of living
-- the toolbox. The tasks of living remain the same, but the ways we can accomplish
these tasks are infinitely variable. The problem with “the way things are done around
here” in this industrial age is that our systems often overwhelm, control, and
extinguish that which is divine in human life. Quakers must be discerning in the way
they and our society use the toolbox; they must not tolerate tools or methods that
damage human light and life, and they must communicate that the toolbox is
bankrupt without loving, aware technicians.

Ursula spoke first of the ways technology has perverted human community and
values. In general, she pointed out, our technological age is characterized by marked
distinctions between insiders and outsiders. Our systems of dividing labor dictate
who, what gender, and what race gets to do what jobs and what status accrues to
those jobs. Specialized language,(like Quaker acronyms, which she would like to see
eliminated) and knowledge designate those who possess them as the elite and erase
those who do not.

Getting to specifics, she cited warfare and communications technology. Warfare has
evolved to the point where the people most likely to die in a war are women and
children, while soldiers are most likely to survive. War-wagers can no longer employ
the old justification for war, the protection of women and children, since we have the
nuclear bomb that wipes out citizen populations and bunkers to protect and save the
aging bureaucrats that manage war.

Ursula spoke then of the technology mistakenly called “communications technology,”
pointing out how TV, answering machines, and faxes have eroded the reciprocity and
exchange of communication, something Quakers have traditionally valued. Whereas,
the people of George Fox’s time said face to face, ‘This is what I know from
experience,” people now say, “This is what I know from TV.” Finally, she reminded
us how manufacturers promised that various machines, like the sewing machine,
would make lives easier, while in fact they redoubled pain and poverty. The makers
of sewing machines guaranteed that ragged garments would disappear, everyone
would have clothes. Instead, the industrial world got sweat shops.

To redirect “the way things are done around here” requires commitment, a competent
knowledge of the toolbox, and clarity. Ursula, who as a physicist refused to work on
anything remotely useful to the military, knows about commitment. She says Friends
must remain steadfast in their testimony against violence and refuse to participate in
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Plenary Session, 6/11/92
Page 2

activities that perpetuate it. This extends to the language (a technology itself) we use.
For example, she suggested that Friends refuse to use existing phrases like ‘kill two
birds with one stone” and create new, equally powerful ones such as “light two fires
with one match.” To be discerning and to prevent, to testify against destructive
technologies, and to find alternatives to them, Quakers need to know the toolbox.
Ursula emphatically called for long range vision, explaining that designers and
engineers plan installations 20 years ahead. Being competent, for Ursula, has meant
balancing her technical knowledge and her knowledge of the light within; it has
meant sharing knowledge in non-intimidating ways while doing collaborative work
with citizens’ groups. Finally, she asked that Quakers develop a clarity of vision to
bridge the gap between their commitments and beliefs and their technical knowledge,
a vision that could conceive of very different “ways to do things around here.”

With thanks to Robin Calland,

Carol Clark, Recording Clerk
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Meeting for Worship for Business II

Sixth Month 13, 1992

1. At 10:15 a.m., Friends gathered in silent worship out of which Kenneth Boulding and Martin Cobin
shared versified insights about yearly meeting.

Some Friends at their annual meet What’s this silence, this talking, this quaking?
Developed quite unusual heat It’s unity, Friends, in the making.
for some want to spout To live in the Light
About what they’re about Is a source of delight
While others just want a retreat. Even though some patience it’s taking.

— Kenneth Boulding — Martin Cobin

2. Karen Leone, Fort Lewis College Director of Conferences, briefly addressed the meeting. She
reported her present joy in working with IMYM registrars and others to provide IMYM a suitable
environment for our meetings and her earlier frustration in trying to provide environment that we
need. The college could not overcome IMYM’s dissatisfaction; she thanked Jan Miller, Registrar in
‘90 and ‘91, for beginning the process of communication. This year IMYM’s efforts seem to have
overcome the problem of dissatisfaction. She invited IMYM to return as long as we find Fort Lewis
College provides the environment we are seeking.

3. Elizabeth Bailey reported for the Long Range Planning Committee.

In response to the report of the Long Range Planning Committee, the Meeting agreed to return to
Fort Lewis College in 1993 with the possibility of continuing the arrangement in future years,
continuing to work make the facility meet our needs as fully as possible, particularly the needs of
Young Friends. We will remain open to the possibility that another facility may be discovered. The
meeting asked that a three year commitment to Fort Lewis College be explored.

Following additional discussion during which some expressed concern for the needs and wishes of
the Senior Young Friends, the Meeting laid aside the discussion of site selection until information
from Senior Young Friends was available.

92-4. In response to the question “Should the Long Range Planning Committee be encouraged to
think creatively about the future including the possibility of developing our own site?” the
Meeting charged the committee to do so and freed it from matters if near-term site selection.

Several Friends made observations about long-range possibilities. These included a Four Corners
Friends lifetime learning center, perhaps working with an existing institution to develop such a site.

A Friend cited Powell House and Ghost Ranch as models, and suggested augmenting Long Range
Planning Committee with membership from the regional meetings.

Friends were urged to put aside idolatry of Ghost Ranch, to do less moaning and more quaking.

4. The purposes of Intermountain Yearly Meeting was addressed, in light of the Threshing/Seasoning
sessions of Sixth Month 12.

92-5. The Meeting agreed that IMYM is committed to both spiritual renewal and committed action,
to the witness of our faith. We will try on an ongoing basis to balance our concerns while
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Meeting for Worship for Business II
P. e 2

focusing on the required mechanics. To follow our concerns, we will use report meetings to
consult with staff members of Quaker organizations, including reports from IMYM
representatives. There will be a similar session to confer with each yearly meeting committee
about their work and our support of it. We will come to decision making in business sessions
on the basis of as much seasoning as is possible and appropriate, using general threshing
sessions, as well as concern and interest groups, to provide the needed seasoning.

Friends noted the need to strive to effectively work out ways to minimize time in formal meetings for
worship for business by creating other opportunities for dialogue, threshing and seasoning, including
reports from staff members and representatives.

A Friend noted that threshing and seasoning as done by the Meeting on Sixth Month 12 is part of the
work of business meeting.

92-6. Intermountain Yearly Meeting asks its constituent meetings to focus on careful practice of
Quaker business process within our individual meetings so that we are prepared to hold
yearly meeting meetings for worship for business at their highest level.

A Friend asked for an opportunity to hear reports of concern groups and for an opening meeting for
worship to set the focus of yearly meeting, mentioning the value of allowing each participant in yearly
meeting one minute to speak of his/her deepest concerns.

5. Registrar Barbara Stephens reported that Senior Young Friends have filled an unexpected need by
serving as graveyard shift registrars.

92-7. The Meeting again thanked the registrars and operations committee, the IMYM group for
making our gathering comfortable and for the information they have provided.

92-8. The Meeting acknowledged the receipt of the following reports with the expectation that some
will be discussed individually: Financial report; financial statement; FWCC arrangements
committee for triennial; IMYM representatives to AFSC- have recommendation; FWCC report.
The complete financial report will be included in the minutes to be distributed, including
both the report for 1991 and the Yearly Meeting’s current status.

6. A Friend recommended that the IMYM Guide remain unchanged and suggested that Friends study
“Beyond Majority Rule” by Michael J. Sheerhan.

92-9. The Meeting agreed that the language of the Guide will remain unchanged so that it
continues to include the word oversight. Friends are urged to learn Quaker language and
accept the responsibilities laid on them thereby.

92-10. IMYM’s representatives to the AFSC corporation recommended the continued support of the
joint service project. The Meeting agreed.

7. After hearing the report of the concern group that had met to discuss religious education, the
Meeting agreed as follows:
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Meeting for Worship for Business II
Page3

92-11. We welcome the desire to act by the concern group on religious education and authorize that
group to work on its concern during the coming year.

92-12. IMYM urges monthly meetings to recognize the right sharing of world resources as Friends’
testimony and encourage their constituents to act on it.

8. A Friend who had gone to confer with Senior Young Friends, who were in a separate business
meeting at the same time, returned to the Meeting with the information that Senior Young Friends
had not reached consensus on the matter of IMYM gathering for three more years at Fort Lewis
College. The Meeting asked that a young Friend be involved in the process of negotiations with
Fort Lewis College regarding our future use of the campus.

It was suggested that the decision to contract with Fort Lewis College for years beyond 1993 be deferred
to the Continuing Committee meeting in February so that conversations including Young Friends and
others can be held to season the matter.

A Friend noted that in 1994 IMYM is hosting an FWCC triennial meeting at Ghost Ranch, and therefore
New Mexico Regional Meeting needs the luxury of using a familiar site to be able to do all the planning
work that is ahead of them

91-13. A decision regarding the use of Fort Lewis College for more than one additional year is to be
made at 6/14192 meeting for worship for business with Senior Young Friends participating.
We recommend to the next business session that we negotiate to see if a satisfactory 3 year
contract to stay at Fort Lewis College; before acting, we will determine if Young Friends can
support or stand aside.

Meeting adjourned at 12:45 p.m.

Carol Clark, Recording Clerk
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Meeting for Worship for Business III

Sixth Month 14, 1992

Friends gathered in silence at about 10:15 a.m., and from the silence, Clerk Martin Cobin asked for
a report from Senior Young Friends concerning the site for future gatherings of the yearly meeting.

1. Intermountain Yearly Meeting Site Selection:
Senior Young Friends reported that the consensus of their meetings for worship for business is that
they do not want to be committed to a three-year plan; they don’t feel the certainty of a guaranteed
meeting place at Fort Lewis College outweighs the risk of an inappropriate facility for meeting. The
proposal of Senior Young Friends is that IMYM explore one year at Fort Lewis with option to renew
if people are satisfied next year.

Considerable discussion ensued. A sense of the concerns and insights expressed is provided by the
pages that follow these minutes.

92-14. Intermountain Yearly Meeting finds that we have a real need to address the problem of the
community of all Friends. We seek to explore the possibility of a three-year commitment to
this site to free ourselves to focus on IMYM’s need for community, which must be an inter
generational effort. The Continuing Committee is empowered to make such an arrangement
with Fort Lewis College if arrangements and details can be satisfactorily established.

2. Epistles:
92-15. For the Watching Committee, Dorothy Aldrich read the proposed epistle from IMYM. The

Meeting approved it. Attached.

92-16. The Meeting heard and accepted the epistle from Senior Young Friends. Attached.

3. Josephine Olson reported on behalf of Junior Young Friends; the gathering has been both frustrating
and gratifying. The young people were given the freedom to fall on their faces, but they didn’t
really do so. Junior Young Friends needed more support from adults. Adult roles were not clear.
There was no real sense of community among Junior Young Friends, but they did really well. It is
unfortunate that the adults could not provide the kind of support the young people needed. Junior
Young Friends wanted more control than in the past, but they didn’t find total control worked very
well; we need cooperation between Junior Young Friends and adults.

92-17. Meeting accepted the report from Junior Young Friends.

4. Acknowledgements:
92-18. Meeting recorded its appreciation for the efforts of the clerk, clerk of continuing committee,

registrar, operations committee, recording clerk and all those who prepared for and served the
yearly meeting.

92-19. Registrar Barbara Stephens reported some statistics about the 18th gathering of Intermountain
Yearly Meeting; 325 people registered. Seven local people did not pick up registration
packets. Details will be included in the book of minutes and proceedings. The report was
accepted by the Meeting.

The Meeting settled into silent worship at about 11:45.

Carol Clark, Recording Clerk
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REPORT OF THE WATCHING CUtMITTEE

BY Dorothy Aldrich, Cunvenor

The work of this committee takes place mostly at yearly meeting.

According to the 1MYM Guide:

“The (Watching) Committee shall watch during the yearly meeting

for the growth of a message expressing the spirit and concern of

IMYM that might be sent as its epistle to Friends everywhere.

“It shall be equally appropriate for the committee to report that

a message has not evolved sufficiently to recommend a draft of

its findings for posiible adoption as an epistle of the yearly

meeting.

“The coiiiniittee shall see that the book containing the espistles is

readily available at yearly meeting.”

The report of this committee will be presented at the final

Meeting for business.

Epistles received from other yearly meetings

During the past year seventeen (17) epistles were received from

Friends Meetings in the United States, eleven (11) were received from

Friends in other countries, and eleven (11) were received from young

and junior Friends meetings. These have been duplicated and are available

for reading in special folders in this same lounge area.

The epistles come from all branches of Friends and reading them

gives one an understanding of tfle breadth and depth of Friends concerns.

Especially evident is the concern of meetings affiliated with FUM

(Friends United Meeting) with the minute on realignment which is now

under consideration.

I recommend your reading of the epistles. Since several copies are

available, feel free to take one to your room for meditative reading.

11 II II
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LU RANGE PLANNING CO1MITTEE

June. 192

Finding a good place for the gathering of Intermountain Yearly Meeting, one

that meets our sniritual as well as our physical needs, is one of the tasks

that members of the Long Range Planning Committee have engaged in this year.

We have looked for spaces that meet requirements for accessibility, health,

camping, cost and congeniality. We have also looked for an environment that

will be spiritually enriching.

We discovered several things. Sites that meet only our physical needs may not

necessarily be workable because they lack that spiritual dimension. Such sites

are often cold. impersonal, set in noisy or chaotic environesnts, are difficult

to navigate or are managed by people who are not sensitive to human needs. Non

profit environments seem more humane and’ healing than those, such as commercial

conference centers, that are run strictly for profit. We also discovered that

beautiful, nuturing, natural environments are easier to find for small groups

of around 200—300 people than large ones accoinodating 500—600. And, finally,

we learned through our site visits that campus sites often do not seem to

provide as centered am environment as do the non—profit conference centers or

church sites.

Although we have visited six sites and investigated many more we do not feel

that a strong site has yet been found. This situation raises several important

questions that can best be addressed by the members of IMYM.

1. First and foremost, the decision on the suitablitly of a site is of

concern to all members of IMYM. Final decisions should come from the

membership and not just from individuals or a committee.

2. Given the fact that no particularly fine site has emerged we are

confronted with some of the following options.

a. If possible, to stay at Fort Lewis College.

b. To move to different site listed among those below.

c. To continue our search for a satisfactory site. For how long?

d. To move to a new site not yet found. If this is not possible:

e. To limit the registration at IMYM.

1. To split IMYM into smaller groups. Possibly a north—south

division or an east—west division or even a temporal division.

g. To develop our own site through the purchase or gifts of land

and/or buildings. As we made our investigations it became clear

that even very small churches often have their own retreat sites.

h. To join with other groups to develop a site, possibly other Quaker

groups such as those interested in building a retirement center in

the West or even other churches.

These are the issues that the Long Range Planning Committee suggests for

discussion at the long Range Planning Committee Interest Group and Concern

Group meetings in Ft. Lewis in June.

Submitted for the Committee by Elizabeth Bailey
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING

To: Randy Herrick-Stare, Clerk
Continuing Committee

From: Claude M. Weil,
Committee to Review the Guide

Date: June 3, 1992

Subject: Advance Report for IMYM Annual Meeting

The Committee to review the Guide, composed of Claude Weil and
Daniel Booth of Boulder Meeting, endorses the following change in
the wording of page 1 of the Guide:

Current wording of the Guide reads as follows: “The purpose
of IMYM is to foster spiritual renewal, fellowship, and communityJ..

-I-M-Y-M--_is--r-e-apor±b_c_oier-see-i-ng—the—lfe--nd--wttii essof—th e
‘Re-ligious - Soc-iety of Fri&ndJ within its constituent Monthly
Meetings and Worship Groups.”

The proposed revision of this paragraph reads as follows:
“The purpose of IMYM is to foster spiritual renewal, fellowship,
and community within its constituent Monthly Meetings and Worship
Groups.”
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Phoe.tnix FriQndb Meetinu May 27, 1992
Memorial Minute fQr E. Nora Ryan

Dr. E. Nurca Ryan, 87, of Oak Harbor, Washington, died OnMarch 2n, i992 at Whadboy Island Manor in Oak Harbor. At herrt.qunt, thl?rts were no funeral services. Family intermentsarvicos followed cremation.

Noru Wab born l’Lsy 2, 190’I, in San Diego, California, toLewis Stodda-d and Ruth 1. (Stoddard) Ryan. She graduated fromPunahou High ScI,üsl zr. ‘Hawaii in 1922 and attended tha Universityof Hawaii, where she graduated with a bachelor or arts degree in1926. SIcu receaved her enters degree ire 1931 from ColumbiaUniversity in 140w York.

Nora sailed ot. a tramp steamer to Germany in 1931 andtravirted Li.. Vienna, Austria, where she enrolled in the Universityof Vlwiii.a and received the Ph.D. in 1934. She worked for theInternational Reliet Orejanization in Germany after World War II,locating parents and children Qf the Holocaust.

She returned to the United States in 1951 and was a socialworker for the Children’s Aid Society of Hawaii and the City ofNew York. She eventually moved to Phoenix, Arizona, where aheestablished — private practice aS a child psychologist. Shelead a great raport with children.

In 1971, l4ura retired after being in a severe motor vehicleaccident. She moved to Whidbey Ibland in 1974. She was a memberref the American Asocition of University Women, the AmericanPsychology Association, and the Phoenix Friends Meeting.

She is survived by her sister—in—law, Maurine Ryan ofCoupeville. She was preceded in death by her brother, AllenRjan, in l’?SS.
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ALBUQUERQUE MONTHLY MEETING
of the

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
1600 Fifth Street NW

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87102

September 1, 1991

t its meeting for business on September 1, 1991, lbuquerque Monthly Meeting
requested that the following message be taken to the memorial meeting for wor
ship to be held on the occasion of the death of Catharine Fels.

Catharin F1s

Albuquerque Monthly Meeting feels deeply the

loss o4 Catharine Fels, who for many years

of4ered her ;trong, clear—minded and open

hearted presence to Friends in Taos as convenor

o the ClearLight Worship Group, which often

met at her house. The integrity oF her llfe

and the power o4.her work illuminated other

lives when they touched them, If only in pass

ing. We who loved her will miss her.
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Virginia (Vincent) Phillips

Friends from Albuquerque Monthly Meeting, •Farnily and

friends of Virginia Phillips gathered in the chapel at La

Vida Liena Retirement Community Friday, August 30, 1991, in

a memorial meeting for worship. Virginia died on August

at La Vida Liena after a long illness. She had been a

resident there since early 1987.

Virginia is remembered fondly particularly by those of our

Meeting who had the opportunity to visit with her at the

meeting house or her apartment and share a ‘lunch cut’ with

her. In adcjition to her quiet counsel, her friends at La
Vida Liena recall Virglnla?s skill with flowers and plants

trained to avoid the walls but still climb on wires and

rods in her apartment. -

Virginia had her membership transferred to Albuquerque

Monthly Meeting from the Fifteenth Street Meeting in New

York City in September- 1986 shortly after she gave up her

apartrnnt near Gramercy Fark and moved to an apartment in

.lbuquerque. She moved west to be near her niece, Jan

Carperter, in Santa Fe. With the Meeting’s mail in disar

ray due to remodeling activities, it was January 4, 1987

before her tranofer was minuted as accepted.

Virginia was born July 22, 189B in Newark, New Jersey. Her

parents were Gibson N. Vincent and Albina Hoare. Virginia

married Burt Greene Phillips on September 27, 1944. Burt

dind September 29 1956.
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Seasoning/Threshing Sessions
Sixth Month 12, 1992

Session I

1. Purpose of IMYM: It has been suggested that we revise the Guide to read: The purpose of
Intermountain Yearly Meeting is to foster spiritual renewal and fellowship within its constituent

meetings.”

How we think about the spiritual life and the community we want our yearly meeting to foster.
Tension around efforts to unify and act on issues of social concern. Religious environment or

background from which to live in our world. Join Society of Friends to witness understand the

differing perceptions of what it means to be friend; live a life of worship.

Yearly Meeting has two functions: worship and service/action. Change would eliminate one

of those. We might replace “overseeing” with “nurturing.”

Opposition eliminates concept of witness. Can we be enlightened without witness?

Yearly meeting is a vehicle to be part of a larger piece of the population of the world and the

religious community. It offers spirit, nurture and witness; it is a vehicle to teach children and

newcomers Quaker experience. It is a fundamental expression of Quaker experience. Issues

percolate to the top from the monthly meetings.

The business of yearly meeting is to do what local meeting cannot do; eg, relate with the larger

world. Inner light is expressed in the outer life; let your light shine. Unless light generates

concern for the greater world, it is not very useful. We come to yearly meeting to meet people
who know more than we do.

Look to the Book of Micah: What does the Lord God want you to do?

Yearly meeting should provide oversight, accountability, discipline; concerns are not being
shared in an open plenary session.

We are neglecting part of purpose of yearly meeting: spiritual encouragement or development.
Business is part of worship; silence is what is being lost in shorter meetings. If we permit a
social concerns club, where is worship? evaluation was concerned with other than spiritual

quality.

There is a dichotomy between retreat for spiritual growth and spiritual activity in the world.
Both have merit. Don’t cut off one path.

The occasion of social action for refugees was IMYM’s strongest event for personal responsibility
and witness. Yearly meeting should support individuals engaged in intensive witness.

Regarding the process of meeting for worship for business: it can be painful, but it is part of the
Quaker practice. This is what we want for our children; we carry our practice to our daily lives.
We are limiting our learning by limiting our business.
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Seasoning/Threshing Sessions, 6/12/92

2. The question of site selection.

Spiritual renewal and witress are two sides of the same coin. One approach is to gather for
meeting for worship for business on one occasion and schedule a fellowship retreat for spiritual
renewal at another time. Then 2 different sites would be needed.

More business by regions means more attendance at regional meetings.

This place is big enough that we don’t have to exclude people. Space for people exceeds
importance of beauty.

Loss of community from change in site. Need space where we can be a community.

When is commitment needed for 1994? Can we make that choice next year? But discuss now,
so time is not the constraint next year.

New site should be more nature oriented; site does not make us but it helps.

Inclusion not exclusion: place matters more to some than to others.

We are attending yearly meeting, not Ghost Ranch.

Friends General Conference moves around, why can’t we?

It is not the site, it is the people who are here. Accessibifity for those with mobffity issue is most
important.

The setting here for young friends: yearly meeting is especially important for young people.
this site is too divided for what they need. To search well is more important than to search in
haste.

Find out why people don’t come to yearly meeting here.

A church is not a building; it is the religious community. Focus on what we bring. Look inside
our selves for where IMYM comes from.

“Be present where you aret includes the location. Part of that is helping young friends have a
better space.

We are too concerned with numbers for effectiveness.

there are as many people at business meetings here as at Ghost Ranch. Many people who went
to Ghost Ranch went there, not to Intermountain Yearly Meeting.

It is time to complete grieving for Ghost Ranch and get on with the business of yearly meeting.
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Seasoning/Threshing Sessions, 6 / 12 / 92

This place lends itself to organization; we need to learn to play here.

At Fort Lewis camping is difficult. Community spaces are missing. If you’re not attached to the

place, you don’t look at is as part of your satisfaction.

FLC finds us to be good guests this year.

Seasoning/Threshing Session II

At the suggestion of the long range planning committee, the meeting agreed to lay over any

additional discussion of site selection and use until 6/13.

Both spiritual renewal and business are important, we need to share both of them.

We need to continue to accept difference and take time think about and study in our monthly

meetings how to practice being Friends.

A Friend offered the metaphor of cooking a stew and the selection of ingredients, particularly

the herbs and spices; pungency is not always appropriate. Working together on concerns in a

larger variety of circumstances than meeting for worship for business gives us the chance to do

business more, to examine concerns under a variety of conditions.

We need to be enough in community to trust the deliberations of others to honor and accept the

decisions reached when you can’t be there. No one of us can do it all.

The way to get community is to not go after it (happiness is what happens while you’re making

something else.).

Every voice important (weighty friend not significant) concern about ifitering business by cont

committee. Everyone has to be part of every business decision.

Value of committee structure like monthly meetings; struggle is how to make committees work

in IMYM. Business filters through committee and back into plenary session. Concerns need to

be refined before they come to the plenary session. Missing link is concern group feeding

directly to business meeting.

This defines overseeing function of IMYM for another friend.

Letter of St. Paul: Trust different role fillers that others will fill their roles sufficiently.

Many facets and layers to yearly meeting gathering. Those who are doing different things trust

us to do the right things.

Another metaphor for seasoning: conception. Trust the program, the creator the light, trust in
cup bean, zygote, leave it alone for a bit and trust that the growth, seasoning is taking place.

Leaving Ghost Ranch helps us find God in each other. Think of seasoning as trust that blossom

I



Seasoning/Threshing Sessions, 6/12/92

will become fruit, not dissecting before it matures.

Yes, there is a community here. Sometimes we haggle for the joy of haggling; we need to
remember this is not a market place.

We are trying to improve something that we value. We are searching; the result will be a
conclusion we reach together as a community. Some things will not work; some might work if
we give it more time. It is up to all of us as a community to reach decisions deciding not to do
things again because they were not effective is growth. Everything is in an attempt to work
together toward growth.

We are making a serious, careful attempt to establish better seasoning methods, maybe they
don’t work exactly, but within the time frame that may not be the most fruitful. The procedure
is long, maybe too long, but maybe we need more time. We, all of us, are looking for ways, and
everyone must participate in the process. Loving to each other through it all

We need to elder and nurture each other; unconditional love.

The meeting is very solemn, talking about what we would do if we were present where we are,
not being present where we are. Analysis of reports from monthly meetings on survey topics.
There seems to be very little that meetings are very concerned about. Some real concerns:
training and education of young. how to help teenagers. What would happen if each spent one
minute to say what we are most deeply concerned about. What are we doing to express our
deepest beliefs?

Care and concern for our young people.

Time for each to speak their deepest concern.

Adjourn.
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INTERNOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING 1992 FINANCIAL REPORT

INCOME
Assessm.nts
Contributions

General
Tim Shaw
Heberto Sien Fund
Brinton Visitor Fund

Interest
Checking Account
FGC Meetinghouse Fund

Yearly Meeting Registration, Meals, Housing

TOTAL INCOME

DI SBURSEMENTS
Friends Bulletin
Brinton Visitor Program
Travel

AFSC
FWCC
Heberto Sein Fund
Continuing Committee
Consult Gathering West

Expenses for the Yearly Meeting
at Fort Lewis College
Fort Lewis College for

housing, meals, misc.
Administrative Costs
Child Care
Resource Person Expenses
Mesa Verd. Trip
Insurance
Commmittees

Transfer to Triennial Reserve
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS

NET LOSS OR GAIN

Pass through contributios of $400 to FCNL Endowment Fund.

$6, 625 . 00

$170.00
$100.00

$35. 00
$75. 00

$224.12
$225. 00

$27, 388. 49
$34, 342.61

$2,300.00
$0. 00

$361.38
$1, 176.84

$500. 00
$1 043. 20

$589.71

$25 , 666. 36
$2, 068. 05
$1, 262. 00

$760. 00
$346.00
$325. 00
$142. 03

$0.00
$36 , 540. 57

($1,697.96)

LOCATION OF FUNDS
Balance in Checking Account
Balance in FGC Meetinghouse Fund

TOTAL

$2, 187. 01
$7 , 500. 00
$9,687.01

SPECIAL FUNDS
AFSC-IMYM JSP
Casa de los Amigos
Triennial Reserve
Tim Shaw Fund
Comm. on Sufferings

6/20/91
$520.00
$551. 00

$1 , 209. 54
$698. 28
$340.73

Receipts
$6,650.00
$2,915.00

$0. 00
$600. 00

$0.00

Disbursements
$7, 124. 22
$3, 000. 00

$0. 00
$200. 00

$0. 00

9/17/92
$45.78

$466. 00
$1, 209 . 54
$1 , 098. 28

$340.73

Tim Shaw Fund includes $500.00 from General Funds.
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING FINANCIAL STATEMENT as of June 4, 1992

Assessments
Contributions

Brinton Visitor
General
Hinshaw
Sein Fund

Interest
Checking Account
FGC Meetinghouse Fund

Yearly Meeting

TOTAL INCOME

DISBURSEMENTS
Administrations
Friends Bulletin
Brinton Visitor
Travel

AFSC
FW CC
Sein Fund
YF and Exec. Comm. to CC
Consult Gathering West
Yearly Meeting

Pass Through Paid

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS

5435.00

125 . 00
1070.00
100.00

35 . 00

112. 68
225.00

16350.52

23453.20

1402.46
2300.00

00.00

00.00
871.84
500 .00
802.00
278.00
297.00
200.00

6651.33

Pass through contributions, FCNL $200.00

INCOME

LOCATION OF GENERAL FUNDS
Norwest Bank, Lakewood 20339.98
FGC Meetinghouse Fund 7500.00
Balance in General Funds 27839.98

SPECIAL FUNDS
1/1/92 Receipts

Tim Shaw (and 696.28 600.00*

YF travel)
Casa de los Amigos (21.50) 1962.50
Triennial Res. 1139.24 00.00
AFSC-IMYM proj. 740.00 5810.00
Comm. on Suff. 340.73 00.00
Brinton Visitor 75.00 00.00
Sein Fund 35.00 00.00
CC Travel 1200.00# 00.00
* includes budgeted $500.00 transfer from general
# $1200 budgeted from general funds

Disbur
441. 20

1200 .00
00.00

6550 . 00
00 .00
00.00
00 .00

802.00
funds

6/4/92
855.08

741.00
1139.24

00.00
340.73

75.00
35.00

398.00
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Report of IMYM Representatives to AFSC Corporation

All four IMYM representatives were present at the annual meeting of the Corporation
in November, 1991, as were David Henkel, Mariagnes Medrud and Paula Rhodes of the
AFSC Board. We met to discuss sharing AFSC developments with Yearly Meeting.
David Henkel prepared a report of the Corporation meeting that has already been sent
to AFSC liasons in local Meetings. Three important developments for IMYM to be
aware of and to participate in to the extent possible:
)) 1992 is the 75th anniversary of AFSC and three regional symposia and other
regional and local events will be held with a focus on nonviolence, the history of its
practise in AFSC, and new thinking about nonviolence as it applies to current and
future AFSC work.
(2) A 19 person planning Committee clerked by Paula Rhodes to examine the
mission, goals and processes of AFSC as it moves toward the 21st century was
established by the Board the previous June, and began its work by having Corporation
members participate in small groups in visioning what the AFSC should be in 1995. All
the constituencies of AFSC, including particularly yearly meetings, are invited to
participate in the visioning process, and to share their views with the Planning
Committee about future directions for AFSC. WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND AN
INTEREST GROUP ON ThE FUTURE OF ThE AFSC FOR THE JUNE IMYM.
(3) The AFSC Friends Relations Committee has been very active, and reports:

--an expansion of the Quakerism lOIn orientation component for statf and board.
--increased attendance by AFSC staff at Quaker gatherings
--more systematic monitoring of openings within AFSC staff of interest to Friends
--increase in number of joint projects between AFSC and Yearly Meetings (New

England, Pacific and Baltimore as well as IMYM now have such projects).
--increased work with youth, including youth camps in Montana and Midwest for

summer of 1992, internship placements in Washington and North Central AFSC
offices, and a North Carolina oral history project.

I would like to add a personal word of gratitude here for the sensitive and untiring
work of Warren Witte of the AFSC Phildelphia office with the AFSC Friends Relations
Committee. His concern for a strong relationship of mutual support and
understanding, based on good communication and intervisitation with Yearly
Meetings has born fruit in the activities reported above. IMYM in particular has
benefitted from his caring concern. WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND CONTINUATION
AND FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF THE AFSC-IMYM JOINT SERVICE PROJECTS.

The other important item to report is that the AFSC Board has appointed Kara Newell,
formerly administrative Secretary of Friends United Meeting and currently a member of
Reedwood FriendsChurch, Portland, Oregon (Northwest Yearly Meeting) as Executive
Secretary to succeed Asia Bennett. Cora brings a strong background in the world
Society of Friends to her work, and is keenly interested in supporting the work so
imaginatively developed by Warren Witte on AFSC-Friends relationship.

Elise Boulding, AFSC Corporation IRepresentative from IMYM
February I, 1992
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FRIENDS WORLD COMMITTEE FOR CONSULTATION, 16TH TRIENNIAL

LOCML /liRMNcIEI$EHT CONN2TTEE FOR THE 1994 FHCC TIUENHI/IL

Roprentatives of member Yearly Meetings from all over the world will attend

the upcoming lGth FWCC Triennial Business Meeting, which is to be hosted by

lntermountain Yearly Meeting at the Ghost Ranch Conference Center, August 14—

22, 1994, with ample time allowed beforehand for doing whatever needs to be

done to help the meeting run smoothly and for the possible conference of a

wider group of Friends after the conference after the Triennial is over. The

Local wrringenients Committee reports that plans are going forward in good

t 1 m e.

While Lone Committee members have been considering with representatives of

Ghost Ranch ways of adapting the facilities to the particular needs of FWCC,

others are exploring what kinds of interesting projects and trips are possible

for the attendees on the mid—conference excursion d’y. The primary responsl

bllity for this latter will fall upon IMYM Friends as host. Although the

number of local Friends who can attend the Triennial ii severely limited, FWCC

will necessarily depend on the active kindness of members of IrIYM to serve as

drivers, guides, and aides in whatever capacity we seem to be needed.

And this is as it should be. Since we are all generally helpful, reliable,

serviceable and friendly, we can, for all practical purposes, guarantee the

success of the Triennial in so far as the responsibility rests in our hands.

An opportunity for local Friends and their meetings to exhibit their activi

ties and concerns during one of the Triennial’s “lighter” sessions is being

planned. Monthly and Regional Meetings may also have the opportunity to

“sponsor” certain of the excursions. The cost to overseas Friends of these

events is, in some cases, prohibitive and local Friends will wish to help

alleviate the burden. As they have in the past, Yearly Meetings and FWCC will

be making heavy contributions toward the travel costs of “third world” Friends

to come to the Triennial

Two Friends from the Local Arrangements Committee are to report to the Inter

national Planning Committee neeting in London in October 1992. Some thought

is being given to holding the October 1993 International Planning Committee

and Interim Committee meetings at Ghost Ranch. This event would be a mini—

rehearsal on local arrangements for the Triennial.

LalArrangementsCornrnitteeMmbers Terry Ash, Ted Church, Jim Dudley,

Marian Hoge, Phyllis Hoge, Kathleen McNamee, Shin Olmetead, Cynthia Taylor,

LaDonna Wallen and two representatives to be appointed from Colorado Regional

Meeting and Utah Friends Fellowship.
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FRIENDS WORLD COMMITTEE FOR CONSULTATION
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS (QUAKERS)

DRAYTON HOUSE, 30 GORDON STIi&ET, LONDON WC1H OAX, ENGLAND

C,&: Simio ShLdInI Geneiai Sic,eiary: Vii Figuson

T,iisu,,: Paii, J. Eccies Tilsphune: 071-388 0497 Asacsafe Seciicary: Thom.i F. Taylol

NEWS FROM TilE FWlL WORLD CONFERENCE OF FRIENDS

To: Quaker Journals 4.9.91

Yearly Meeting Clerks und Secretaries

Quakers urge action on Sanctions, the Distribution of the Earth’s Resourc, Environment, Arms trade

Quakers at the Filth World Conference of Friends received reports from many Faith in Action groups which met during

the three gatherings.

The mos! urgent call to Friends caine horn two groups held on the subject of concern for the people of iraq.

This asks Friends everywhere to examine prayerfully the impact of economic sanctions on the Iraqi people, to advocate

the removal of sanctions against oil sales so as to avert further mitering among Iraq’s people and to support Quaker

efforts of humanitarian assistance. The full text is reproduced overleef.

Other calls to Friends include:

The Rieht Sharing of World Resources.

This concern which seized the fourth World Conference a quarter of a century ago is even more compelling

today. The report urges that the question of the Right Sharing of the World’s Resources remain on the agenda of all

Yearly Meetings and of the FWCC.

This appeal was echoed by other groups which met on Aid, Trade, Debt and Development and the UN

Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED). The latter called on Friends to find ways to engage in

preparations for the 1992 UN Conference and to work in local communities and with national and international networks

of non-governmental organisations and to influence the policies of their own governments. Support fur the activities of

the Quaker United Nations Offices which are playing an important part in the preparations for the Conference is called for

and Quakers are asked prayerfully to uphold all those involved in the UNCED process.

Peace and Di-c*rnaiiiient

Reports from groups called on Friends to address the international Arms Trade, to work for the setting up
through the UN of a register of international arm.s transfers and an effective monitoring system and to support other UN
measures in this field. Friends were culled to Luke action to support the international campaign to request the International
Court of Justice to rule on the legality, or otherwise, of nuclear weapons. Groups working on Peace Tax issues produced

a list of recommendations for action.

Other reports sought comments on a proposed student interchange project involving high school students from
Africa, North America, Latin America, Aia and the Pacific; drew attention to the clear need for inexpensive, easily
accessible, clearly printed Quaker publications in Africa; encouraged Friends to put into practice our original calling to
recognise the true equality of all in the sight of God. Statements were also received on Quaker decision making, human
relationships (family life), mission, and ethicallsocially-responsible investment, together with brief comments from one of
the Wuiship groups and from some Friends looking at Quaker work in rural community development.

Epistles from each of tIme three gmstlierings and full text of all reports are available from FWCC World Office.
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REPORT TO INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
In June 1992 from Arline Hobson regarding representation on the (
Friends World Conunittee, Section of the Americas.

I met with the Section of the Americas in Columbus, Ohio, for
the March Annual meeting. The theme was the “Power of the Lord in
Over All” and outside business meetings, we met in worship sharing
groups. In small groups attendees to the World Conferences this
past summer shared experiences. I shall report on my experience in
Kenya separately. Also I submit copies of the minutes of our
business meetings for IMYM records.

At this past session I went on the Executive Committee of the
Section of the Americas. I continue to serve on the Wider Quaker
Fellowship Committee and 1 urge IMYM meetings to consider offering
gift subscriptions to distant Friends and to Young Friends away
from home meeting base. It is also an excellent means for outreach
to friends weighing Friends’ values.

Asia Bennett was introduced as our incoming Executive
Secretary, which office Cilde Grover has served temporarily and
most effectively. Asia shared her feelings of rightness in moving
from AFSC to another aspect of Quaker service. She shared her
vision of a Society of Friends unified in faithfulness while rich
in diversity and an FWCC organization whose business consulLation,
visiting, listening, and worshipping (quoted from minutes)

A visit to Westgate Friends’ Church in Columbus (Evangelical)
was a novel experience for many of us. But, Friends, please note
that the pastor spoke eloquently about “The Christ j Jesus.”
Maybe we are not all that different theologically. Their community
services are extensive, members sharing in the ministry. FWCC
munibers from Mexico, Bolivia, and Peru discovered that night that
this church was where they had established prayer friendships.

The Quaker Youth Pilgrimage for this summer has 11 more
applicants than can be accommodated, hence, the unhappy task of
prioritizing 11 alternates.

As always, financial needs are reviewed for this Quaker
organization solely dependent upon our Quaker family. We have the
need to be especially generous in the USA in order to find third-
world participation in our sharing. Opening your purses wider as
individuals and to increase meeting participation is to contribute
to Quaker growth.

The Committee on International Quaker Aid listed 16 projects
receiving limited aid totalling $34,500.00. Aid went to Quakers
for programs in Botswana, South Africa, the West Bank, Bolivia,
Costa Rica, Peru, Guatemala, Honduras0 Brussels, Zimbabwe, and
Paris.

The Committee on the Right Sharing of the World’s Resources on
which our own Moens serve, reported a broad Quaker concern to have
this concept recognized as a Friends’ testimony and the Section of
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the Americas minuted a desire to have this discussed in all groups
of Friends. I suggest we ask this of all IMYM meetings.

Bruce Thron—Weber of our Yearly meeting arranges
intervisitation of Friends to the various yearly meetings, a real
service of increased bonding.

As always our meetings were bilingual with 32 yearly meetings
represented, seven of which were outside the United States. The
Bilingual Communication Committee performs outstanding service.

It seems important to this Friend that all IMYM members and
meetings endeavor to be informed of our world-wide family. With
Gordon Brown, well—known to IMYM, as clerk of the Section of the
Americas, we can expect increased Quaker bonding.

63—---- -_Qi--::2
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REDRT CF WiLLLM CUTLND CCCP.NX
5th DRLD NFEREZCE O1’ FRIrYDS IN FiO’UUS

July 15—24, 1991

I am cne of four EWCC representatives fran I1YM who abtbnded he abeve
conference and the only one from the Now &exico Quarterly eeting. For that
reason, i am reporting to you at this time.

One of the duties of an F’CC mnber is to atreno oro Ccnerences such
as this one, he].d in three places: the Netherlands, Kenya and Honduras. Sane
purooses of the conference were to provide: (1) an occasion for representatives
to cnunicate with other Friends from other parts of the world, (2) opportunities
to worship tcgether and to know each other personally and spiritually, to
exDlore theological and cultural differences and human experiences, and to open
our hearts tro;ether in search of c-cd’s will. e practiced these good purpos there.

I would like to summarize very concisely the order and process cf the
conference and secondly to mention a few personal and social examples of our
relationship together and with Honduras and its people. For further information
about my trip I will be happy to talk with you at our meeting here.

The conference unfolded as follows, keeping in mind that Spanish was the
first language and was facilitated by excellent translators. Tuesday, July 16
was set aside for arrival, registration, roan assignments and a good sleep.
I arrived on the last plane, last bus, for the last dinner and with the knowledge
that my luggage did not follow me but the Spirit of the Lord was over all — except
me - but I quickly got it realizing I was not alone without my luggage. My
first night was unsettled as well as I was assigned an occupied bed, but thanks
to a friend I slept in a hallway and subsequently found a bed and roomates as well,
frcn Uganda, Rwanda and Austria.

Each day began at 6 am with physical activities, 7 am Meetincj for Worship,
prograrned and unprograrnrned alternately, breakfast, opening plenary session - first
day, orientation - and thereafter each day Worship Groups, the bedrock of our timie
there. Lunch was followed each day by Faith in Action Group meetings on numerous
topics. I offered a group session on “Quakerism and Activism.” There was time
for personal retreat, then dinner and evening sessions with various speakers, one
of whan was a Honduran who gave a rousing overview of the existing political and
econcmic conditions. We closed with a cultural night and a final plenary session
in which an Epistle was adopted (attached), having been admonished throughout the
conference to avoid sexist language and to be aware of sensitive issues.

One day was set aside for excursions. I was a participant in a visit to
Mayan ruins at Copan, including the archeological museum and park. This ddventure
planted seeds of understanding as well for my courses on Anthropology, Sociology,
History and Philosophy at the Cornunity College where I teach in Trinidad, Cob.
Other excursions were also offered, and trips before and after the conference to
Costa Rico, Nicaragua and a work camp in Honduras.

That sumrizes the order and process of the conference as briefly as
possible. Now on to mcre relational experiences. I arrived without adequate protec
tion against malaria, cholera and other deadly diseases and without a change of
clothing for three days but was quickly of fercd three pairs of undeear - 2 men’ s,
1 n’an’s. My rcomaces became fast friends’and I found myself explaining to these
Evangelicals why erican Friends are the way they are - not only Evangelical, but
Conservative, Liberal, etc. They caught on quickly and understood readily — all of
us canJnq to agreeient that we each have parts of our truth in different branches
with a whole available to all with hard work and insight.
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ORID ROr, cont.

v Worship Group was typically arranced by quota, part Hispanic, kfrican,
werican, and “other” — part Evangelical, part. “liberal” — each person coming with
some poe-conceived ideas and images; and we talked about that. It made for a
fascinating and intense time, too many examples of which to include herein.
We worked through these matters and at the end were in unity as Friends, human
beings, and God’s people, still somewhat bewildered at our random or somewhat
accidental diversity accumulated over the denturies.

The attached Epistle from our conference was drafted by a comnittee whichreceived suggestions from the Plenary Session some of which were adopted. Onechange concerned the impact of one Christopher Columbus on 500 years of subsequenthistory.

I took away with me an understanding of Honduras and Hondurans as well —$2.00 a day the highest pay for employees, and no 3 hour limit to boot. My trip deepinto the remote areas on the way to Copan in the mountains gave me a chance toexperience the best roads wtiich were in pitiful condition, unsafe water, absenceof phones, ‘IV, electricity, plumbing — only the ever present Pepsi and Coke at almostthe same price — to know that if oniy the boundaries were erased all the needs oEthis idyllic (such a relaxing swim in the warm waves of the Gulf of Mexico)but impoverished land could also be met for the price of a Gulf War. Surely we
First Wonders exact a heavy price that others pay for our insatiable desires ofmaterial security — a false illusion at best bringing not what is sought but thedeJLise of current empires — ours having yet to feel or know of its inevitable
collapse. For that is what the history of empires teaches us. Why wait? ThoseHonduran babies look like ours — all except their clothes and our material
accumulation.

Eienvenidos to all and A-nen.
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REPORT
FRIENDS WORLD COMMITTEE CONFERENCE

TELA, HOUNLIURAS
July 16 — 24, 1991

•Gathered ‘among the palms, facing the clear Caribbean Sea, 326 Friends frau

36 nations send loving greetings from the second gathering of the Fifth World

Conference of’ Friends...’

With these words, the final Epistle from the FWCC conference in Honduras,

which tooK place in July, 1991, hegari. Writing the Epistle turned out to be

somewhat difficult. The first draft made mention of Christopher Columbus as

an explorer and dicoverer. There were Friends who energetically disagreed.

‘Christopher Columbus,’ they said, ‘was an invader.’ The final Epistle

included rio mention of Christophei Columbus.

Friends had coi,e to the Conference From Europe, Africa, North America, South

tiiiericu, New Zealand, Australia, India, Japan and Central America to spend a

week worshipping, talking, and learning from one ‘another. The gathering

brought together progr.aiiiiiied and unprogr.aniuied Friends. Much time was spent

discovering that we, indeed, have much in common, even when our faith i

expressed ir different ways.

Singing was on important part of the Conference. We song in our worship

groups. The evening prograllis frequently included song. The group from

Africa inspired us with their singing, ‘as did the Inuit couple who had
traveled froiii the Artic Ocean to be with us in the tropics.

The Worship sharing groups met every morning. In many ways, they were the
heari. of the conference. It was here that differences could be explored,

ideas exchanged, ‘and new friendships formed.

Spanish was the principal language of the Conference, with translations to

English. Speakers from Cuba, Chile,ond East Africa addressed the plenary

sessions emphasizing the Conference theme, worshiping Cod ‘in Spirit and in

Truth,’ Lucy Anderson, on evangelical Friend from Ohio, USA, spoke on

‘Justice, Peace arid the Integrity of Creation’. She challenged us to look

for what Cod calls us to do. ‘He has no hands but your hands,’ she reminded

us. Val Ferguson spoke to us of her retirement us Executive Secretary of

FWCC. Thomas Taylor will take over us the new Executive Secretary.

There were 46 different Faith arid Action groups dealing with a wide variety

of’ sub.jects ——liberation theology, care of the environment, Ouaker work at

the United Nations, and many other special interests, The weeK end offered ‘a

variety of trips. Among these was ‘i visit to the site of an ‘archeological

dig in Capon where we encountered the tantalizing mysteries of the ancient

‘and complex Maya civilization.

There was little business conducted at this conference. The mair emphasis

was Friends getting to Know Friends from around the world——coming to
appreciate our differences as well as that which we heave in common.

Barbara H. Neal,
Delegate, Iriteruiount’ain Yearly Meeting
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(
ON ATTENDING THE FIFTH WORLD CONFERENCE OF FRIENDS IN KENYA

by Arline Hobsoi.L

What a privilege to attend the Fifth World Conference of

Quakers this August in Kenya as an I.M.Y.M. representative! I am

sending a more lengthy and detailed narrative report later to be

read by those who choose, and I trust some of you will so choose

as I ant filled with the value of it and eager to share.

From all the continents and from 20 countries Quakers

converged upon school grounds in Chavakali in Western Kenya, not

far from Kaimosi, the center of a Quaker Mission with school,

hospital, and gospel purposes.

One could wonder what we all had in common except a claim to

Quaker heritage. Ethnically, culturally, geographically,

educationally, and socially we were a strange group in

conference. Yet, despite our differences and despite the very

primitive accommodations there was an obvious joy in each person

widening his/her human awareness, appreciating that each and

everyone else was seeking a deeper appreciation of the Holy

Spirit.

Three main speakers brought messages that were hardly new,

but which challenged us anew to reaffirm our unique faith and

practice.

John Punshon of London Yearly Meeting speaking on “In Spirit

and in Truth,” told of his strengthened Christian roots. He soon

leaves the unprogramined English meoting where he discovered his

spirituality to join the Eariharn faculty to help train Quaker
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pastors. At one point he said, “It is better to differ in love

than to pretend a unity that is not true.” He emphasized our

spiritual connectedness through the historical process, reminding

us how close we all felt when singing “Amazing Grace” even

thought few of us believe the words.

Miriam Were, A Kenyan and a professor at the University of

Nairobi, a graduate of William Penn College, who received her

M.D. at the University of Nairobi and her Ph.D. in Public Health

from Johns Hopkins spoke on “Faith in Action,” challenging the

theology of liberal Friends. She stated her belief that

worthwhile action is rooted in a faith that is Christ centered.

She spoke of general Quaker adherence to the peace testimony but

questions sincerity when, with our Quaker family, we were not

handling group differences lovingly and creatively. In silent

worship, several times Miriam Were lifted her voice beautifully

to sing, “Be Still and Know That I Am God.”

Jo Valentine, an Australian Friend and senator, addressed us

regarding “Justice, Peace, and the Integrity of Creation”

emphasizing a needed respect for all life forms and all peoples.

An eco—feminist she urged us with passion to cease exploitation,

to abandon patterns of patriarchal dominance, and to engage in

re—balancing the masculine and feminine aspects in each of us and

in our society. She believed that within Quaker circles we were

more advanced than most, but we had yet to carry our testimony on

gender equality effectively to the world.
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I believe we were all challenged to recognize our spiritual

kinship through our shared religious history and through worship1

whether programmed or unprogrammed. Singing proved to be the

joyous uplifting antidote to the awkwardness of differences. Oh,

how the Kenyans sing! In opening the conference, Dan Seeger said

he found Africa to be the “Continent of Song” and told us we

would hear music that could not be rivalled by the angel chorus.

So true!

Worship sharing groups varied, of course, in effectiveness.

I found mine to be stilted and strained with super evangelical

Biblical literalists and Universalists being extra careful not to

hurt—-avoiding openness. John Punshon was the lifesaver in our

group, turning us toward discussion instead. The Kenyans were

eager to share with us their very active Quaker church programs

in family planning. One can never say evangelical Quakers are

not social activists.

Many interest groups met for shared concern in “Faith in

Action” groups. I led one group pertaining to educational issues

that concern aboriginal peoples. Participants had had experience

with Laplanders, rural Africans, Maoris, and Australian

Aborigines and, of course, Native Americans.

A number of these groups reported on group concerns and the

conference report will record the same. However, the world

conference was for sharing and not for decision making. Yet, it

was clear that despite all of our differences, these volunteer
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interest groups revealed that Quaker action interests cut across

those same differences.

The necessity for us to form committees to restructure

conference programs and to share in physical labors due to

plumbing and electrical problems, not to dwell on the fact of mud

and mud and mud, evoked a wonderful community spirit that could

never have been achieved in a more conventional conference

setting.

Contrary to expectations, I was billeted in a Kenyan home.

It offered some conference drawbacks but brought me so much

closer to the Kenyari people. The fact that I was a daughter of a

Quaker pastor and could remember Arther Chilson as a guest in our

home (he was an early Quaker missionary from the Midwest) really

opened the door for me relating to Kenyans.

Someone asked John Punshon if we, the Society of Friends,

could survive the division between liberal and evangelical

Friends. He said we could if we wanted to, but warned that

liberal Friends risked being zealots and evangelical Friends in

danger of being Pharisees.

I pray that I can help to build bridges from our type of

Quakerism (definitely a minority style) to other Quakers. I

would pray that though we probably are what we want to be, but we

cannot assume we are prototypes of ideal Quakerism. I did

appreciate the Biblical knowledge, the joyous praise in song, and

the uneinbarrassed public praying that characterizes most Quakers.

1 felt very comfortable with it.
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My Kenyan host asked if, in my meeting, people quaked and if

we raised our arms in praise and gratitude. He was obviously

puzzled when I stated that we were more constrained. I hastened,

of course, to assure him of our serious spiritual searching.

Kenyan churches have intelligent, trained pastors who

received little if any financial support. They are poor and most

dâ not receive Quaker literature or Sunday School materials. I

would urge you to consider a gift, maybe a Christmas gift to a

Kenyan church, perhaps a Friends’ Journal or Friei-ids’ Bulletin

subscription--why not check into FWCC’s Friend—to-Friend

connection?
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(202)547-6001) Office
(202)547-434J Update Message

235 Second St., NE, Washington, DC 20002-3795 (202)547-6019 FAX

February, 1992

‘With malice toward none; with charity for all; with

firnriess in the right, as God gives us cc see the right,

let us strive on cc finish the work we are in; to bind up

the nation’s wounds; to care for him who shall have borne

the battle, and for his widow, and his orphan- - cc do all

which may achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace

among ourselves, and with all nations.”

Abraham Lincoln
March, 1865

GREETINGS TO INTERNOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING

The words of Abraham Lincoln, spoken over a hundred years ago at the close of

this nation’s civil war, give wise counsel to us as we reflect on the events

of 1991. For much of 1991, FCNL worked to oppose the Gulf War and to mitigate

its consequences. The need for healing is still with us.

“Let us strive on to finish the work we are in.,. -“ The Friends Committee on

National Legislation felt it urgent to advocate United States policies for a

compassionate and peaceful society. Guided by our General Committee Statement

on Legislative Policy, FCNL staff in Washington presented thoughtful analyses

and visionary proposals to members of Congress. We testified, we

corresponded, we met face to face. We helped to lead interfaith lobbying

efforts with Christian, Jewish, and Islamic groups. Quakers in communities

across the United States strengthened the FCNL effort by organizing

educational projects, initiating creative responses to the ills of the

community, and holding accountable their elected officials. Gathered together

in Washington for the FCNL Annual Meeting, committee and staff met to consider

our efforts to “Witness to our Faith.”

“To bind up the nation’s wounds;.. .to do all which may achieve and cherish a

just and lasting peace among ourselves, and with all nations.” The decades of

Cold War military spending left a nation of wounded. More children are

growing up in poverty, more families are without health care, more people

consider neighborhood crime the enemy most feared. And the casualties of past

policies includes our environment. The Friends Committee on National

Legislation staff took a leadership role in the “Reinvest in our Communities”

project of the Citizens Budget Campaign. Enormous energy was invested in the

effort to cut military spending, to dismantle the war system and, indeed, to

spend the “peace dividend” in humanitarian programs. When members of Congress

Don Reeves Clerk, General Commiuee Mark Hulbert Glerk, Executive Commit tee Edward F. Snyder Executive Secretary Emeritus

Joe yolk Executive Secretary Ruth Flower Legislative Secretary Nancy Nye Legislative Secretary

David M. Soynton Associate Secretary for Administration and Development Alison D. Oldham Legislative Action Coordinator

FRIENDS COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL LEGISLATION
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offered harsh punishment and increased use of capital punishment as the answer

to the growing concerns about crime, FCNL put forth proposals which envisioned

( restored communities and reunited families. Many were concerned about the

availability of health care for all; FCNL upheld particularly the needs of the

poor. A volunteer “Friend in Washington” continued to participate fully in

efforts to create new energy policies for our nation. FCNL continued to work

toward fostering good relations among all nations, including those within our

own borders. Native American concerns addressed in the 1991 session of

Congress included tribal jurisdiction and religious freedom.

We are reminded of the message given to us in the 15th chapter of John: “Abide

in me, and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit by itself, unless it

abides in the vine, neither can you, unless you abide in me.” We are grateful

for the nurture and support of Friends as we continue to strive on in the work

we are in; we remember that we abide in the vine.

Sincerely,

Joe Volk
Executive Secretary
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Friends Bulletin
INTERMOUNTAIN, NORTH PACIFIC, AND PACIFIC YEARLY MEETINGS

OF THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

Special Edition June 1992

Report to Intermountain Yearly Meeting
The biggest news about Friends Bulletin is that it has gotten bigger! With the December 1991 issue,

Friends Bulletin changed from its former 6 1/2” by 9” size to 8” by 11.” We were able to increase the print

size and add the equivalent of three extra pages with no additional cost.

We started the publication year with a report on Intennountain Yearly Meeting (Paul Niehanck, “Let

Our Lives Speak). Other lead articles focusing on Friends from IMYM included the December issue on the

Fifth World Conference of Friends and the January issue, “Witnessing in our Lives,” from an IMYM Panel.

With each issue we strive to maintain a balance between the three Yearly Meetings. If the major article

focuses on one Yearly Meeting, we try to include other articles or reports from Friends in the other two

Yearly Meetings.

Friends from IMYM who have written for Friends Bulletin in the past year include: Jim Ray, Mountain

View Meeting; Nancy Hicks Marshall, Phoenix Meeting; Cynthia Taylor, Joint Service Projects Coordinator;

Alfred Anderson, Pima Meeting; Phyllis Hoge, Albuquerque Meeting; Bill Durland, Lamb’s Community

Worship Group; Arline Hobson, Tucson Meeting; Bruce Thron-Weber, Mountain View Meeting; Karl

Karistrom, Flagstaff Meeting, Diana Lee Hirschi, Salt Lake City Meeting; Janet K. Cameron, Palisade

Worship Group; Allen W. Stokes, Logan Meeting; Sharon Pfeil, Pin Meeting; Sabrina Godfrey, Richfield

Worship Group; Barney Aldrich, Mountain View Meeting; Hugh Hansen, Wyoming Meeting; Jim Graham,

Fort Collins Meeting; Robert Solenberger, Pima Meeting; Bill Charland, Mountain View Meeting, Melody

Inchumuk, Prescott Worship Group.
Friends who have contributed photos include Hugh Hanson, Wyoming Meeting; Phyllis Hoge, Albu

querque Meeting; Bill Durland, Lamb’s Community Worship Group; Diana Hirschi, Salt Lake City Meeting;

Barney Aldrich, Mountain View Meeting; Jim Graham, Fort Collins Meeting.

Friends Bulletin is grateful for the support of Intermountain Yearly Meeting, especially your financial

support. While we do our best to hold down costs, we would not be able to make it through the year without

that support. We appreciate your subsidy payment of $2300 per year.

We particularly appreciate our Meeting subscribers. When Friends subscribe together as a Meeting, it is

a great help. If you aren’t currently subscribing as a Meeting, please consider doing so in the future.

During the next year Friends Bulletin will include reports from our three Yearly Meetings and the

Western Gathering of Friends. We hope to focus specific issues on Meeting for Business, teenage Friends,

and other concerns that arise out of Yearly Meetings or that you bring to our attention. On the practical side,

we hope to look into the possibility of publishing Friends Bulletin on recycled paper.

Will you write for Friends Bulletin next year? We hope to hear from you.

Nancy Yarnall, Editor
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Joint Service Project Oversight Committee Report to IMYM

May 29, 1992

Financial report.
Budget (salary & administration) $18,000.

Yearly meeting contributions to date $8,190.

AFSC contributions to date:

Pacific Southwest Region $3000.
North Central Region $3,000.
Pacific Mountain Region $2150.

$8,150.

Total contributions $16,340.

Expenses (salary & administration) through April..$9,445.91.

We continue to carry-over $3,789.23 from FY ‘91.

Service project update.
Four service projects have been held in the first two years of the JSP, with a total of 78
participants. Of those participants, 41 were adults and 37 were youth (age 13-23
years.) Evaluations of each project by the participants has been very positive.

Two projects are scheduled this summer: one in Northern New Mexico in June, the
other at the Nevada Test Site in August. We are experimenting with different trip
leaders on these two projects. -

A repeat project in conjunction with Borderlinks (Mexican border issues) was
scheduled last March. No one registered for the project so it was cancelled.

Upcoming decisions.
The Joint Service Project Oversight Committee will meet at IMYM on Wednesday,
June 10 at 2:00 p.m. We will be considering Cynthia Taylor for reappointment as JSP
Coordinator for the coming year (fiscal year begins in October.)

The committee will develop service projects for next year.

The committee clerk position is vacant.

*Written suggestions or comments concerning the Joint Service Project are welcome.
Send suggestions to: Paige Wilder, Cynthia Taylor, or Eric Wright.

Respectfully submitted,

Paige Wilder
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Joint Service Project Oversight Committee

Report to Continuing Committee
June - 1992

1) Financial Update:
Finances received from AFSC and Monthly Meeting contributions

are close to amounts budgeted for the fiscal year. We are in good

shape. (See attached budget summary.)

2) Projects Update:
There have been four service projects during the past two

years, with participation by 41 adult and 37 young Friends. In

February, the Joint Services Projects (JSP) sponsored a weekend

workshop bringing the Alternatives to Violence Project (AVP) to the

Albuquerque area, with participants from northern and central New

Mexico. The project has been taken up by Albuquerque Monthly

Meeting of Friends for further levels of training under the AVP.

The June service project was filled as of the end of May; 12

people will be leaving Yearly Meeting to work and learn in Canyon

de Chelly and northern New Mexico.
We are currently soliciting registrations for a weel:long

witness at the Nevada Test Site (August 3-13).

3) Coordinator Position:
The Committee has reappointed Cynthia Taylor for another 12

months as coordinator for the Joint Service Projects, at 2/5 time

(a reduction from 1/2 time). Cynthia will be moving to Salt Lake

City to attend graduate school. Project leadership will be shared

more widely at the local level withing IMYM.

4) AFSC Representatives to JSPOC:
Eric Wright will be leaving AFSC in October. AFSC will be

appointing a new representative to the Committee.

5) AFSC Supervisor for the Coordinator:

AFSC will also be appointing a new supervisor for our

coordinator.

6) Appointment of a Committee Clerk:

The Committee will-have two co-clerks for the coming year:

Francie Mueller (Mountain View), David Henkel (Santa Fe).

7) Possi)le Iiture Projects:
a) Jaxiuáry 1993 - with Borderlinks from the Tucson AFSC

office;
b) June 1993 - an exploration of the Hopi—Navajo Joint Land

Use conflict;
C) Project in California that connects more closely with

Pacific Yearly Meeting and the San Francisco AFSC

regional office;
d) Projects at the regional levels that are initiated by

Committee members and regionial meetings.

8) Committee Tasks:
We will continue to redefine Committee tasks, with the goal of

Committee members taking a more active role.

9) Mission Statement:
We are in the process of developing a mission statement to be

used within IMYM, as well as with groups we contact for project

work.

10) Next Meeting: January 1993.
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The Committee on Religious Education has not been active since IMYM
1991.

because of minima] interest and because resources for religious
education a readilU available Irorn other Quaker organizations, it is
recommended that this committee be laid down.

However1 it is strorigl recommended that an interest group for those
involved in religious educatiin be held at each Intermountain VearlU Meeting.

Ann Hardt
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500 Manhattan Dr. 4C-6
Boulder, CO 80303
May 28, 1992

Report to IMYM from the Committee on Aging

The Committee on Aging, composed of representatives
from Monthly Meetings of IMYM, met during the 1991 Gathering
to plan its activities for the coming year. The core of
the work of the Committee takes place at the Monthly Meeting
level, and consists of whatever the needs of the local community
are. This could be housing, legal issues(living wills,
durable power of attorney), caregiving, respite care, health
care, trdnsportation, or a combination of activities. An
example of such an activity was a program on living wills
presented to the Boulder Meeting.

The Yearly Meeting provides an opportunity for Monthly
Meeting representatives to meet together and share ideas
about what has worked or not worked in their Meetings.
‘ihe representatives also discuss what they see as important
issues to work on in the coming year. This may be a topic
if interest to all or most Monthly Meetings, and, if so,
some way of sharing resources will be discussed. It may
be that the topic will be the subject of an interest group,
or the Committee may decide to work on it for the coming
year, and present the topic again the next year.

It was decided at the the 1991 Meeting to work on the
issue of housing options for the older adults. Because
of the complexity and dimension of the issue, this will
be carried over for another year. There was a presentation
and discussion in Boulder on developing a Quaker retirement
community in the Bouler-Denver area, and this information
was shared with the rest of the Committee through a mailing.

At the 1991 Yearly Meeting, the Committee presented
an Interest Group on “Death and Dying:Is there a Choice?”,
and at the 1992 Gathering will present the topic, “Multi—
generational Caregiving.”

The Committee meets once a year at IMYM and one or
more mailings are sent out during the year to update the
Committee and share ideas.

Restpectfully,

Tom Moen, Convener
Committee on Aging
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4301 Terry Lake Road
Fort Collins, CO 80524

May 18, 1992

Randy Herrick-Stare, Clerk
Intcrrnountain Yearly Meeting
501 E. First Avenue
Denver, Co 80203

Report on Heberto Sein Memorial

Dear Randy,

Martin Cobin made a trip to Mexico City earlier this year and left $500 in
travellers checks for whomever they choose to come to IMYM. It will be the
Mexico ity Meeting, of course, who decides who will travel.

Y urs in peace,
4’

JimG am

To INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING

Jrom BRINTON MEI.IORIAL VISITOR COORDINATOR, Iviarian B. Hoge

Our Brinton Visitor this year will be Clare Sinclair

of Helena, Montana. Many Friends in Intermountain

Yearly Meeting already know her as Clara Hum, who

lived in Phoenix years ago.

Clare plans to visit Intertnountain Yearly Meeting

meetings in October and November of this year.

I have mailed information about the program to 49

meetings and worship groups. If any meetings have

not received this information I hope they will

contact me. I expect a full and glowing report

for IMYM 1993.

624a/v4
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Religious Society of Friends

June 14, 1992

Greetings to Friends Everywhere:

The 18th annual gathering of Intermountain Yearly Meeting met at Fort Lewis College,
overlooking Durango, Colorado. We found ourselves more settled in, with resolution of
some of our earlier difficulties. We had more than enough room for warm fellowship and
spiritual renewal.

In the keynote address, entitled “Quaker Witness in a Technological Society,” Ursula Franklin
suggested that technology refers to the we do things, rather than defining it as simply
machinery and equipment. The electronic age tends to depersonalize human relations as it
accelerates our lives. She suggested that we question why we do things before we ask how.
We can look at the way we do things and ask, “Is it truthful? Helpful? Does it create
equality?”

These questions, in particular, shadowed us through the sessions of Intermountain Yearly
Meeting. How are we doing things? Why? Does this work? We did not find discernment
easy. We proceeded, amidst skepticism, to try a schedule that shortened regular business
sessions. Interest groups met for the purpose of sharing information. Ten concern groups
met with an eye to proposing actions or position statements. Two traditional threshing
meetings were held to consider the yearly meeting purposes and site selection.

This was not an easy time, We struggled to sort out our priorities, to put concerns and
business items in the best sequence to allow enough time for due consideration. We found
the need to pay attention to h2 we do things, not just to the results. In the threshing
sessions we were reminded that we were testing new ways and that we learn as we go,
trying the possibffities which our Continuing Committee bravely put forth. Many heads
nodded when it was suggested thaf Friends return to their home meetings and begin studies
of Quaker practices. We found clearness that both action and spiritual renewal are our
purposes. Action and spiritual matters go together.

In our sessions, Friends tried to be tender with each other, patient and sensitive to each
other’s needs and experience. The fellowship was rich with chances for dialogue and
togetherness. We met the chaflenge of cherishing, not avoiding, our differences. We found
that the process of Meeting for Worship for Business is a key part of our identity and
witness. We have much work remaining as we come up against ways that still need to be
devised or improved.

Yearly Meeting will be held at Fort Lewis College again in 1993. We anticipate that way will
continue to open for fellowship, spiritual renewal and action.

Martin Cobin, Clerk

1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, CO 80304
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Interniountain Yearly Meeting
Senior Young Friends

June 14, 1992

To Friends Everywhere:

Intermountain Yearly Meeting has always been a wonderful, enriching experience, and this

year has been no different. We are all so grateful for the opportunity to renew our

friendships and restore peace in our chaotic lives. Some of us have been concerned about the

growing generation gap, and our inter-generational meetings have been a godsend to all

those involved. However, our first inter-generational meetings would have been many times

more special and revealing with more adult participation. In the future we hope to work

more closely with everyone at IMYM to build a rapport that wifi further the spiritual growth

and open intensely personal interaction between young Friends and adult Friends.

Two of the biggest issues facing young Friends this year have been that of same-sex

marriages and that of plans for future IMYM sites. As to the former, we all learned a great

deal in the discussion group on the subject. Openness of feelings was encouraged and we

accomplished a lot in the way of maldng ourselves more familiar and more comfortable with

an issue that is a difficult one for many people.

The subject of future IMYM sites was one we grappled with at length. The Young Friends’

views on the matter were many and varied, and consensus was difficult to reach. Feelings

on the subject ran deep in our discussions have been animated. The dilemma of location will

undoubtedly the topic of many in future yearly meetings. We appreciate being included in

the decision making process, and our hope is to be as helpful and insightful as possible in

this matter.

We have also given our attention to lighter pursuits and as usual have had a lot of fun in

between business meetings and scheduled activities.
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Report from Junior Yearly Meeting

Those of its who acted as teachers would like to express our delight at having had the

opportunity to spend IMYM with this wonderful group of children. They truly were ajoy to be

with and our time spent with them was magic.

We began our preparations for the 1992 session of Intermountain Yearly Meting mindfuf

of two concerns passes on by former JYM coordinators. Above and beyond the normal

expectations of providing a nurturing and safe environment for our children, we attempted to

address the following issues:

1) The burnout express by past teachers and caregivers

2) The feelings of isolation expressed by those involved in JYM

I believe we can claim a masure of success on the first issue. Less progress can be claimed

for the second goal.

Half day morning programs were run for the children with some afternoon activities.
Intentional gaps were built into the afternoon times to encourage intergenerational mingling and
opportunities for family interactions. Although formal feedback is yet to be received, my own

personal observations were of families strolling together, parents conversing/singing under trees
while children played nearby, children being cared for by parents of friends. The presence of
children in these instances precipitated adult interactions that otherwise might not have taken place.

I have been fortunate this year in having some very caring and creative individuals to work
with. Colleen Maceyak and Becky Ship continue to run excellent child-centered programs for our
nursery & preschool. They have been with us since our initial coming to Ft. Lewis and are
deserving of our admiration and gratitude. Deb Stucklen provided the Quaker presence to that

program and freely shared her talents, songs and stories.

Holly Giffin co-taught the lst-3rd grade classes with me. She engaged the children’s
imaginations in wonderful ways. We sang, read, told stories, ate watermelon, played soccer &
kickball. We hid brightly painted rocks for the adults to find. For those of you who discovered
one, that was our present to you to help remind us all to be present where we were.

Hunter Pyle and Pepper Goodrich used the overall theme of ‘Be Present Where you Are’ as
a springboard for their program with the 4th-6th grade classes. They used their diverse experiences
to explore the different ways and meanings of presence. With the children they transformed that
idea into the skit for creativity night. Hunter quickly became a favorite of the soccer playing crowd
as he lent his organizational abilities to that effort.

Volunteers forJYM continues to be in short supply. Because the groups were smaller this
year than in years past, this fact did not deter from the care given the children. It does, however,
continue to sound the alarm that we need other people other than parents spending time with and
getting to know the children if we are ever to be worthy of the title ‘community’ in its fullest sense.
We had 30% of our volunteer slots filled and only I person signed up to help with the children’s
program on Sunday morning. There were many community members who did give great amount
of their time and energies. I would be afraid to list them for fear of forgetting someone. But thank
you to all who swam with our children, played soccer, sang with, read to and otherwise interacted
with the members of JYM.
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There was one disappointment that I need mention in this report. Because the people who

are informed to act as advocates for the children are also the same people who work with the

children, there is no one at Business Meeting and other adult gatherings to remind those present to

consider the children. We do not suggest that members of IMYM would intentionally disregard the

needs of children, but that because there is no one to ask the question ‘What about the children?’

they are nearly always forgotten. One highlight of past Yearly Meetings for the people working

with the children has been delivering the children to their parents on Sunday morning. Seeing the

children go to their parents under the canopy of Meeting for Worship is a delight. It signifies that

our commitment is over and we may join the rest of the Meeting in worship. The children are with

their parents and we are gathered together as a community to search and reflect. This is a powerful

moment for all. Yet this year we were denied this moment. We expected that the adults would

prepare a worshipful atmosphere environment for us to bring the children into. Yet that was not the

case There was no one to ask the question “What about the children?’. By the time worship finally

was begun, many parents had to leave because of restless children. Many of the children who were

old enough to leave by themselves, did so. These people, and the teachers of the children were not

allowed to experience this moment. We who were their teachers would like to express a sense of

loss that this moment ofjoy was passed over.

Respectfully Submitted,

David Clark
.JYM Coordinator
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3. Continuing Committee Minutes

1

____





INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Continuing Committee
Sixth Month 10, 1992

Present: Randy Herrick-Stare, Clerk of Continuing Committee, Mountain View; Carol Clark, Recording Clerk,

Mountain View; Martin Cohin, IMYM Presiding Clerk, Boulder; Helen Taylor Crisp, Mountain View; Scott Heath,

Mountain View; Jim Hoffman, Treasurer, Mountain View; Gilbert White, Finance Committee, Boulder; Geoff

Tischbein. Operations Committee, Montrose; Nancy Yamall, Friends Bulletin; David Clark. Junior Yearly Meeting,

Boulder; Sahnna Godfrey, SYF Co-Clerk, Salt Lake City; Bob Stucklen, Long Range Planning Committee, Fort

Collins; Joan Keck. Phoenix; Roberta Streicher, Pima; Josephine Olson, Albuquerque; Marian Hoge. Albuquerque,

Nancy Dolphin, Durango; Dee Suprenant, Durango; Chuck Rostkowski, Salt Lake City; Marhie Brault. Pima;

Bobbie Counihan and Barbara Stephens, Registrars, Boulder; Nancy Stockdale, Gila; Ross Worley, Durango.

Meeting convened at 2:15 with a brief period of silent worship.

Randy Herrick-Stare, Clerk of Continuing Committee, made some general announcements.

1. REPORTS

REGISTRAR: Barbara Stephens gave several announcements and reported that as of June 8 the census for

IMYM 1992 was 331 individuals registered. More beds are available, and registration will continue till they

are filled.

TREASURER: given by Treasurer Jim Hoffman. Income in 1992 is $23,453 as of June 4, and

expenditures so far have been about $6,651. The college has not been paid for yearly meeting.

FINANCE COMMITTEE: Gilbert White, Convenor, reported, making several recommendations. A copy

of that report is included in the attached materials.

1992 IMYM SERVICE PROJECT: As discussed at the February meeting, IMYM asked for the opportunity

to serve Fort Lewis College. Nancy Dolphin said that the College has agreed that IMYM participants may

help pick up papers on the grounds Friday afternoon.

LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE: Bob Stuckien, co-convenor, gave an informal report in the

absence of Elizabeth Bailey and the material that had been printed. The committee had reviewed several

sites: Adams State College in Alamosa, Colorado, Glorieta Baptist Center in Northern New Mexico,

College of Santa Fe and Navajo Community College in Arizona. Reservations for IMYM in 1993 have

been made at the first three sites, to be confirmed or cancelled pursuant to the decision of the yearly

meeting.

REVISION OF GUIDE: The committee has prepared a minute to the business meeting recommending the

deletion of “IMYM is responsible for overseeing the life and witness of the Religious Society of Friends.

from the statement of purpose in the guide.

COMMITTEE ON RELIGIOUS EDUCATION: The committee’s report recommends that it be laid down,

due to lack of interest expressed by constituent meetings and due to the accessibility of materials from other

sources. The committee recommends that interest groups on religious education be held annually.

FCNL: The national organization wants IMYM to differentiate between representatives and alternates for

their records; both receive all material.
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JUNIOR YOUNG FRIENDS: Peter Herrick-Stare reported that trips to Durango and Mesa Verde are C
planned: young friends hope adults will participate only as needed for safety. JYF are in charge of their own
program and will round up adults as they want them.

EL PASO MONTHLY MEETING: The annual report of this meeting includes the information that some
of its members wish to affiliate the meeting with South-Central Yearly Meeting (also unprogrammed).
Continuing Committee asked the Clerk of Yearly Meeting to write a letter expressing our regret and stating
our understanding.

No reports were available from the Committee on Aging, the Committee on Suffering, or the Nominating
mmittee.

2. ITEMS FOR ACTION:

AGENDAS FOR MEETINGS FOR WORSHIP FOR BUSINESS: The following were proposed by Clerk
Martin Cobin and approved by Continuing Committee:

Thursday
Worship
Epistle
Visitors
Organizational representatives
Operations
Registration
Watching Committee
IMYM Purpose
Site Selection and Use
Clerk of Continuing Committee Comments
Presiding Clerk Comments
Memorial Minutes

Friday
Meeting for Threshing and Seasoning of two items:

Purpose of IMYM
Site and use of site for IMYM

Saturday
Worship
Purpose of yearly meeting
Site selection and use
Statistics from registrar
Response to reports

Sunday
Watching Committee report: IMYM epistle
Epistle and report of Senior Young Friends
Epistle and/or report of Junior Young Friends
Worship
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3. PROPOSALS
These matters were discussed and actions recommended to yearly meeting as follows:

- Regarding scholarship! financial assistance administration, amend the Guide to state that yearly
meeting will appoint a committee to oversee funds if needed.

- Amend the Guide to state that yearly meeting will accept money directed to FCNL Education Fund
to other activities only if that activity is specifically tax exempt.

- Responsibilities of the Treasurer be modified to accept contributions to the FCNL Educational Fund,
hut no other FCNL activity.

- Lay down the Committee on Religious Education as recommended by that standing committee.

- The request that IMYM create a Ministry and Oversight Committee should be laid over to 1993

Continuing Committee meeting to allow some time for seasoning.

- IMYM-AFSC joint service project committee as presented by Francie Mueller for acceptance by

yearly meeting. Copy attached.

- The minute presented in 1991 by Utah Friends Fellowship regarding same gender marriage has

received considerable seasoning. A number of meetings have forwarded positive minutes; others are

still deliberating. This matter will be on the agenda for 1993 Continuing Committee meeting. A list

of those meetings that have reached unity is attached.

- The matter of affiliating with Friends Committee on Unity with Nature has been considerably

seasoned, but there is not unity. There will be a concern group. Mountain View has written a

minute asking the yearly meeting to appoint a representative. The seeking regarding the purpose of

yearly meeting should provide guidance for action on this matter. it will be part of the agenda for

the September Executive Committee meeting.

Meeting closed at 4:05 after a brief period of silence.

Carol Clark, Recording Clerk



INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Continuing Committee
Sixth Month 13. 1992

The Committee gathered at 3 p.m. in the ballroom at the Union Building on the Fort Lewis College campus.

Clerk of Continuing Committee, Randy Herrick-Stare, outlined the agenda: reports, site and date, theme and
speaker of next gathering, and open-ended agenda items.

REPORTS

FINANCE COMMITTEE: The following are items known to need financial support from IMYM in the

coming year: support for child care and religious education. The Committee on Aging wants to do a

mailing.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION COMMITTEE: Clerk noted that the Religious Education Committee will not

he laid down.

FRIENDS BULLETIN: Tom Carr queried action to be taken regarding the request from Friends Bulletin

for an increase in IMYM’s budgetary contribution, noting that costs have risen, and our contribution has

not. Nan Yamall indicated that Friend Bulletin will present a new request. No action is required of

IMYMn

FWCC: Bob Neal noted the yearly meeting’s support of attendance by representatives at the 5th World

Conference of Friends; those who attended prepared a formal report with slides. No one came to hear the

report. If sending representatives is important, let’s make the report important. Continuing Committee

believes that this was covered by IMYM’s minute of 1992 Meeting for Worship for Business II.

Continuing Committee requests that regional meeting nominating committees put forth names for

registrar and operations coordinators early so that they can shadow activities in the year prior to

their assumption of duties.

IMYM COMMITTEE ON THE AFSC: Bu1et for this year is suitable for next year. In addition to

serving as IMYM’s coordinator of the Hinshaw Visitors Program, David Henkel is clerk of the Committee

on the AFSC; other members are Roberta Streicher, Francie Mueller, Allen Assay, Denice Blakely, and two

young Friends: Rosie Dudley Albuquerque and Keil Mueller from Mountain View.

This report was accepted by Continuing Committee for the agenda f the next business meeting.

Observation: committee work is conducted at yearly meeting because that is when we are together.

TREASURER: Jim Hoffman needs accounting and budget information from all committe to plan what

is needed in the coming year. He noted that the budget did not get into the burgundy h ks anu 1991

financial report must be obtained from earlier sources. Recording Clerk agreed to handle the problem,

which is one of publication only.

Continuing Committee agreed that committees need to submit the next year’s monetary needs to the

treasurer by the first of November annually. Committee also requested a graphic presentation of the

budget in a business session of yearly meeting.

The budget for 1993 will he much like 1992’s, with the addition of $500 for administrative costs.
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When moneys are requested from the yearly meeting, the Treasurer wants to know from what fund a person
is to he reimbursed or funded. Continuing Committee directives to committee convenors need to include
this request.

NOMINATING COMMITTEE: Re vacancies to fill: Penny Thron-Weher needs to know them, fill them
and communicate with Executive Committee. They include Committee for Revising the Guide: Coordinator
for Junior Young Friends, and Religious Education Committee convenor.

NINETEENTH GATHERING OF INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING: The Committee approved
Fort Lewis College, Sixth Month 9 to 13, 1993, for the next gathering.

2. THEME AND SPEAKER: Martin Cobin reported for the Speaker Search Committee, recommending
the 1993 theme of “Walk Cheerfully.” The committee recommends Eric Johnson, a teacher who lives
in Philadelphia. Continuing Committee approved.

Eric Johnson’s works include Quaker Meeting, a Risky Business.” He is a life-long Quaker, was a
conscientious objector in World War II, participated in famine relief. He has written 49 books on topics
ranging from sex education to English and language arts and humor. He is a dynamic speaker who has
agreed to come.

Continuing Committee agreed to lengthen the meeting time for its February sessions by beginning
Saturday morning at 10 a.m. The committee agreed to meet in Denver, on the weekend that includes
President’s Day. Colorado Regional Meeting will handle specifics.

Reports from concern groups that have met during the 1992 gathering will be included in the printed
records of the proceedings of this yearly meeting.

Continuing Committee agreed that in 1993 reports from concern groups will be printed in the daily
bulletin.

Continuing Committee agreed to ask Nominating Committee for a daily bulletin editor.

Additional suggestions for 1993: schedule concern groups earLy and feed their information to Continuing

Committee, then to business meeting. Plan concern groups Thursday and Friday, interest groups Saturday.

3. FRIENDS BUSINESS PROCEDURES: Ideas were put forth for facilitating the study to be undertaken by

IMYM constituent meetings. Possibilities included workshops and the development of a formal Discipline

as ways to study the manner of Friends. Continuing Committee referred the matter to the Religious

Education Committee, asking Cynthia Taylor to assume responsibility.

AFFILIATIONS: Several organizations have sought affiliation with IMYM. They include Young Friends

of North America, Friends Committee in Unity with Nature, Friends with Gay and Lesbian Concerns, A

New Call to Peacemaking. and Friends of African Descent. It was noted that the matter of affiliation is an

appropriate matter for a future threshing session.

Continuing Committee agreed that because Intermountain Yearly Meeting will affiliate with another

Friends organization only when there is a groundswell of interest from its constituent meetings, those

members of IMYM who are interested in a particular organization need to gather and appoint an

individual to serve as liaison who will be responsible for accepting information from the organization
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and disseminating it to those who inquire. Identification of such a liaison needs to be communicated
to the Clerk. The Clerk will respond to organizations wanting affiliation by describing this procedure
and welcoming their desire to develop interest among the members of IMYM.

A Friend asked if the receipt of a request for affiliation requires a response from IMYM. It was agreed that
we need is a standard letter that explains how the yearly meeting handles requests for affiliation.

Continuing Committee was reminded that funding of travel goes with an official appointment by IMYM to an
organization. Some organizations will pay the way of representatives (Guide Page 23).

A Friend noted his resistance to fracturing the Society of Friends by establishing groups with narrow concerns,

no matter how valid those concerns may be. It was suggested that the September questionnaire to meetings

address the fracturing of the Society of Friends.

FRIENDS BULLETIN: Nancy Yamall noted t:at IMYM is already affiliateu. The Friends Bulletin

Committee (of Pacific Yearly Meeting) has starteu inquiries to change and enlarge the committee so that

it better represents all three yearly meetings. Nancy suggested that IMYM needs more information so that

we can make a decision. Friends Bulletin seeks IMYM representative to the Friends Bulletin Committee.

Presently, all are from Pacific and Northern Pacific meetings. The committee will meet in northern

California. IMYM might want to appoint an ad hoc member to join in the clarification of Friends Bulletin’s

role for the three meetings. IMYM is 10 percent of the total subscription roll.

Randy Herrick-Stare will write an article for Friends Bulletin about our process meeting conduct. He also agreed

to serve as contact in defining our relationship with Friends Bulletin; he will collect and disseminate information

so that we can discuss the relationship at the Febmary 1993 Continuing Committee meeting.

Regarding the role of Senior Young Friends in making decisions such as site selection, it was noted that SYF is

a standing committee; their input then is to the Long Range Planning Committee. This is not an appropriate venue

for discussion because we would be speaking about those who are not present.

NEW CALL TO PEACE MAKING: Barbara Neal is participating; she may have a traveling minute if she asks.

The meeting adjourned at 5:30 following a brief period of silent worship.

Carol Clark, Recording Clerk



4. Reports from Constituent Groups on the
State of the Meeting or Worship Group
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Phoenix Friends Meeting June 1992

/

state of the Meeting Report to Intermountain Yearly ?leeting

This year can be remembered as a time of growth for our

meeting. Ue welcomed four new adult members, five junior members,

and two new-horns. This was also a time of loss, of one member

who moved away, of three who died, and of three relatives of

Friends, who died.

Our meetings for worship maintain a slightly larger andmore

consistent number as we continue to seek guidance and share divine

support in their care. Meetings for worship for business have

provided time to thresh out our leadings concerning same sex

marriage and concerns posed by IMJM’s continuing committee.

Oulside of meeting for worship we gather for discussion

group, first on the topic of individual social actions, then on M.

Ecott Peck’s A Different Drum, and finaiiy on the process of help

ing develop an aiLh Practiee by re-reading Pacific -

Yearly •12.eting Faith jjo Practice. Evening pot lucks afford

time for fellowship and doll making. The lunch bunch meets monthly,

usually locally, but once at a member’s restaurant of employment

in Carefree. Xe were happy to meet AFSC’s regional director at

a pot luck after meeting one Sunday.

The meetinghouse continues to harbor those who are not

Qii’cr. Our Lenant coffee house celebrated their fifth year with

us, a book club mcts mnthiy, arid a Christian Bible study centered
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qroup meets weekly. A Catholic group visited as part of their

proqram to learn about other Christian denominations and sparked a

fruitful exchange with our resident caretaker.

The peace and social. concerns committee gives regular financial

assistance to 1)enevolent, peace, and social action projects.

First Day school has maintained a core of children below

eleven years of age. The children are welcomed back from summer

at Renewal Day festivities. They have contributed to our meeting

]ifc by working on a quilt for one of our new babies, helping

inta].i a basketball goal, planting f].owers and vegetables in a

new girden, and hanging bird feeders and prayer flags on our

trees. We were all interested in a parent’s lesson on responsible

use of firearms and a guest Friend’s lesson on space transport. We.
+o nc p -tk O e.Lç LJtO(

loving care of our meeting grounds is shown by group effort

on weekend woikdays and individual projects carried out during

the week.

We continue to seek and find warm friendship, open discussion

of spiritual and social concerns, help in our personal times of

Lrouble, and divine leading among Phoenix Friends.



TEMPE MONTHLY MEETING

STATE OF THE MEETING

Much needed time and effort has been spent by a small
group of members and attenders in bringing our Meeting House
into compliance with City codes,particularly parking and
grounds.Much to our surprise at a recent Beautification
Awards Ceremony sponsored by the City of Tempe we were given
“Honorable Mention”for the overall design and compatibility
with the neighborhood
Having a Meeting House has increased the number of
visitors and in many cases resulted in faithful attenders.
First Day School attendance is from 15 to 20.The
Religious Education Committee increased the number of
classes this year.
Substantial contributions to our Meeting House have
been made in Memory of Paula and Thorton Price and our
faithful attender Don Noel,who died in August.
Members have made large and small(with interest And
without interest) loans,making it possible to pay off our
mortgages.
By the year 2001 we hope our member loans will be paid
off.
We have 60 adult members, no new members or births
since June 1991.
Once a month pot—luck has been followed by Adult
Study based on Faith and Practise as preparation for
contributing to a possible Faith and Practise for IMYM
In April we held a Women,s Arts Week End with
attenders from AHYM participating in sculpting,painting,dance,poetry
music, and much discussion.
We continue to provide baskets of food for our local
Community service Paz de Cristo and a faithful few cook and
serve the hungry once a month.
We helped sponsor two women representing The Campaign
to End Torture in Guatemala..
Several members and attenders participated in a candle
light vigil at Florence Prison where Donald Harding was
executed.
We had a booth at the yearly Peace Fair in Phoenix.
Two years have been spent completing guidelines for
Committees and Offices of Tempe Monthly Meeting.We expect
there will be changes and additions in the years ahead,but
it is now printed, distributed and in use.

Approved May 24th 1992
Tempe Monthly Meeting

Catherine Noel,Clerk



Flagstaff Monthly Meeting

Flagstaff Monthly Meeting was recognized by Arizona Half—Yearly Meetingin 196k, and meets each Sunday morning in its own building adjacent tothe NAU campus. With 12 resident members, 2 resident junior members, 9non—resident members, 2 non—resident junior members and a like numberof attenders, the Meeting expands during the school year and includesboth students and faculty from NAU.

Our facilities have remained the same over the past 21 years. We havehad expert and enthusiastic help within our Meeting to provide
necessary repairs to our aging building, including heating, plumbingand painting.

‘l’he Meeting is made up primarily of young adults to middle aged
persons with a few older members. A First Day School class is conductedby volunteers for the 4 to lU children who attend from ages 2 1/2 to 13years old. We also have had several new attenders who have addedmuch clarity, resourcefulness and dependability to our meeting.

A continuing concern of the Meeting is the need to deepen ourindividual and collective spiritual development and we look for ways toenfold seekers in the Quaker worship and business process. rro aid inmeeting this riced, a study/discussion group is meeting irregularly. ‘l’hemost recent topic of discussion has been same gender marriage.

During the past year, visitation at Winslow State Prison has grown intotwice monthly worship services and we sponsored a welt attendedCreative Response to Conflict workshop.

The Meeting participates in regional and yearly meeting activities, inaddition, three members currently serve on the AFSC Arizona AreaCommittee, and one member serves as an PCNL contact.

The Meeting house grounds continue to provide many sweet plums andtart apples in the fall and seems to reflect the nature of those inworship there.

Kay Eordwcll, Clerk



srATE U HE sc:ic I ETY REFDF:T
Pima Monthly Meeting Tucson Arizona

Ministery and Oversight Committee has weighed the spiritual health

c-f Fi ma Meeting by ci ose review c cur queries and advi ces.

There has o-ften been a deepening quality c-f worship this past year.

and a continuing sense o-f ccmmunty as we share in beth sadness and

Joy. We delight in our children and are cirate-ful -for the work c-f the

Education Committee and c-f the aith-ful attenders who ccnti-ibute

talents and spiritual insights to our meeting.

At the same time we are concerned fhafr the quality c-f worship is

sometimes diminished by a scarcity c-f worship-ful silence within which

we may be assured c-f the Presence. We are concerned al so that in

busi ness meetings we are c ten too hurried to be truly attentive to

the Spirit.

Our corporate activities this year have included hospitality -for

the homeless a medical clinic -for re-fuqees housed in our buildingq

and some psychological services. The line between Meeting and AFSC

programs becomes quite blurred at times testi-fying -further to our

outreach and witnessing.

We have met several times this year to share our f ai th in order to

contribute to an IMYM Faith and Pi-actice. We intend to continue this

process.

We remind ourselves that “There is a principle which is pure ...and

proceeds -from Sod. . .“ (John Woolman) and ‘there is a spirit that

delights to do no evil., its ground and spring is the mercies and

forgiveness of God.” (James Naylor) We acknowledge that principle

and we would emulate that spirit.

Statistics: 73 members; 55 in t’Dwn 16 out cf town.

71 attenders i c-f whom are mbrs c-f other mtcis.

1 death 1 birth.



State oF the Meeting Pecort

AriznnC HaIV ‘t’earl 1eeting

,Jtirie, l9S

Arizona HalF Yeari’ lieatlnc met in October oF 1951 at
Prescott 1:c consider the theme “Healno Oender Hurt.” The
discussion was Felt to be so useFul that it was sugoasted
that it be taken uc Further at the next Prescott meeting.
In ri, 1992, Nna and Steve MacDonald discussed the theme
“Let Your Lives 9pea..” A part oF the discussion touched on
the eFFect, both positive and negative, that this moht have
on jcur children and their grcundng n Friends values

A minute was ecoroved in October r-epuestin that
monthl meetings explore the pcssibilitu oF a joint
gathern; oF Arizona HalF Yearii lasting and New r1e::icc
Regional Meeting. Arizona meetings ha’;e approved a joint
gathering in the Spring oF 1993. One possible meeting place
is the airgroLInds near Si. luer City, New liexico, which has
RU hooki. ps , rest-moms , on a meet. opha I i th k i tchen
Other jn’s 1)1 i -3 H1H m 1)UE rpiir, [-most Rinch,
Sprngerville/6t-eer area, and the Sila Wilderness Area.

A minute was accro’’sd law esknig monthiW rneetngs
discussjng proposed chances in Faoh and Practice to share
their discoveries bu accolnting tu.io peocle to a HalF-Yearlu
Faith and Fractce Committee in order to begin organizing
and expeditinc the cmocess

A minute regarding the riots in Los Angeles Following
the trial oF policemen For the beating oF Rodna king was
approved to be sent to newscapers and Meetings For
distribution. It asteci Friends everWwhere to raise rational
voices [11th respect to the anqer and undirected vengeance
prompted bq the bruLil i tu oF the Los Ange es police. It
said that Friends exect police to conFine their exercise oF
power within the bounds oF cvi.l and human rights, and it
cal led on Fri ends to seel: Lii thin thai r communities the
establishment: oF citizen’s re’..’i Clii boards to which pci :ca are
accountable.

Arizona HalF YaarlW Hasting will meet ne:t n Prescott,
Arizona on October 16—15, 1552 at Immanuel Pines.

Pat Corbett, Clerk



Colorado Regional Mcetng

Colorado Regional Meeting consistss of Boulder, Colorado Springs, Fort Collins, and
Mountain View (Denver) Monthly Meetings as well as the Grand Valley and Steamboat

Springs Worship Groups.

Boulder and Mountain View Meetings have been growing so much that both have

two Meetings for Worship each first day. Fort Collins has also been growing steadily and

is looking for its own meetinghouse. Colorado Springs is also growing and seeking insights

into creating a First Day School program. The Grand Valley Worship group also seems to
have reached’a “critical mass,” and has recntly hosted a weekend gathering of Friends.
Steamboat Springs has presently only one member, but we try to worship with him in spirit.

Colorado Regional meets twice yearly, for one day in the spring at one of the

meetinghouses and for a weekend in the fall at the YMCA in Estes Park. We rejoice in each

other’s fellowship and have been exploring Quaker practice and ways that have opened to us

to live our life in the Light. At our recent spring meeting we started to consider a Quaker

perspective for healthcare in the OOs, a concern that we hope to continue exploring. Inspired

by our initial discussion Boulder Meeting passed the following minute at the Meeting for

Worship for Business of 10 May 1092, to be sent to elected officials as well as candidates:

“Friends beliefs have always been based on a reverent respect for that of God

in each person. This principle undergirds our belief in the universal right of each

person to a basic education, the right of free expression, and the right to legal

representation in court proceedings.

The right of each person to basic health care is no less vita!, and even

prerequisite, to the aforementioned rights.

We ask you to affirm the principle of universal access to basic health care, and

proceed with all deliberate speed to make this principle a reality in our nation.”

There are also twice-yearly women’s gatherings within the region, held at Camp LaForet,

whch are occasions of special joy and nourishment. The last two themes explored by the

30—40 women participating were “Weaving the tapestry of our lives: What makes a home,”
and “Truth and plain speaking to ourselves and others.”



8culder M.:nthly Meeting cf Friends
Et,:,ul der , ‘Dcl cr ad’:’

Annual Rrpc’rt to IMYM: May 1EJ1— May 1EE2

The 8c’ulder Meetinci cf Friends cc’ntinues to enjoy a vibrant
attendan’:e with appr’:’ximately 0 to 100 ea.:h First Day with tw’:’
meet inqs for Woi ship. The 8:20 meet ing is a small , usually
silent gathering. The 10:00 meeting, generally attended by 0-
Friends and Attenders, has a lively verbal ministry. We are
ccnt inual ly amazed by the number of new pec.pl e wh:. introduce
t heinsel yes ea.: h week.

In June we were especially saddened by the death of Ann Thron
whc’, along with Wolf, was one cf the fc’unders cf cur meeting.
Anne’s life cf service in the medical profession and in
everything else she did was a shining example to us all.

One cf the highl ights of the year was when five cf cur Young
Friends irticipated in a Youth Deleqati.:’n tc. Nicaragua through
the Fr ieridship I::ity F’rc’.iect of the I::ity cf Ec’ulder. The young
people had worked hard for two years ti: raise funds for this trip

throucih the sell mci cf T—shirts, cc.c’king and sell ing of meals to
sustain Fr lends dur inq our Meet ings for Dusiness, car washes,
t. During their 10 days in Nicaragua they put the finishing

touches on a 1 cnq water supply conduit that had been wcr ked zn by
var icus teainscf vol unteers from Bc’LIlder over a per ic’d cf several
years. The Young Friends lived with Nicaraguan families during
their stay, building new pe.:.ple to people ties. The group plans
t o in a k e an.:’ t her t r i p i n 1 3.

First Day School continues to attract large numbers, generally

averaging over 20 young peopi e. i::are for the youngest is
bur gec.n i ng.

Among the important issues addressed dur mg the year was the
question cf support for a Faith and Pra’:ti’:e for IMYM. This
issue led the Meetinc to hold a spe.:ial threshing sessi.:n.
Bculder Friends renain unconvinced cf the usefulness ‘:‘f such a
prc..:ess but will otherwise not stand in the way.

Doulder Friends continue to support the gay and lesbian
communities in seeking to abolish the mechanisms of
discriininaticn and to provide life affirming alternatives.

The Meeting also began t.:’ question the military presen’:e in the
publi’: schcc’ls in the Doulder area.

EciLLlder Meeting’s •:urrent membership stands at 165.



State of Colorado Springs Monthly Meeting (
June 1992

Colorado Springs Monthly Meeting continues to be a small,
intimate group. We have added a member this year and have
enjoyed increased attendance from Colorado College students. All
told, we have 12 members and a half dozen or so attenders. On an
average First Day, we have a gathering of eight or nine.

We are happy to report that we have a fledgling First Day school.
We gathered materials from FGC and our own resources and have
Friendly activities for children. At present, two children
attend regularly.

At, the suggestion of our newest member, Roz Rae, we hold monthly
pot luck and discussion times. On the first First Day of the
past six months, we have enjoyed discussions ranging from
concerns from IMYM (one during a visit from Martin Cobin) and
FCNL priorities to Friends and nature and what we believe. These
pot lucks have been a very welcome addition to the meeting’s
fellowship.

Following from last year’s IMYM business meeting, we wrote a
minute allowing same sex marriages. We have gotten a bit more
orderly about our committee structure —— always bearing in mind
that we are small and usually act as a committee of the whole.
And we have increased our participation in the wider community of
Friends. We are small but thriving.



State of the Meeting
Fort Collins Monthly Meeting

May 1992

While each task has been approached as a single entity, a
review of the past year shows enormous movement and change within
our meeting. To summarize the year in one page would gloss too
quickly over many of the items. Our spiritual growth has been
tested as we have faced a number of issues, both interpersonal and
practical. Our meetings for worship are still fairly silent,
although participants do speak when moved. We have found many
opportunities for dialog and search in forums outside of meeting
for worship. Meeting f.or worship for business lately involves over
twenty participants; with 21 adult members (some nonresident) and
8 junior members, we are a small meeting with a high level of
activity.

Many of our concerns are ongoing: arranging for hospitality
before and after meeting for worship, continued sponsorship of a
student in the Guatemala scholarship/loan program, personal and
corporate support of activities within and outside the meeting,
coordinating activities with other religious groups, and so forth.
Substantial additional efforts have been devoted this year to
building a solid base of fellowship and in making plans which may
secure a more permanent meeting location.

In terms of fellowship, we have participated in a number of
thought-provoking or simply Friendly activities. Among these was
a series of Wednesday—evening worship—sharing sessions, which were
appreciated by the small number who attended. On other occasions,
the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator was offered to all who wanted to
take it, and two interpretive meetings were held in which we were
guided in understanding how the personality types contribute unique
perspectives to a lively and balanced meeting.

We held a series of called meetings for business to discuss
a variety of issues facing IMYM, and to formulate our responses.
Quakerism 101 was offered for the second time, following the
request of attenders, and was held in two six—hour Saturday
sessions. New and established members, as well as attenders, found
the discussions and readings stimulating.

A job which we thought would be quick, but which took most of
the year, was the preparation of a welcome pamphlet for people new
either to Quakerism in general or to our meeting. It offers a
brief discussion of Quaker history and practices, and of the Fort
Collins Meeting.

Spring brought a set of “Friendly dinners,” held once each
month for four months. Twenty—one family units of between one and
five people were assigned randomly to sets of three units each.
No two groups met together twice, and existing friendships were
ignored by the mathematical matching program. We not only had time
to talk, but were able to do this with people who don’t normally
cross our paths!

We have spent a lot of time considering ways to approach First
Day School, which is important both to existing participants and
to those who may want to join us. We have a lively group of
children who span a wide age range. We have met their needs both



more and less successfully in the past. Last summer we had
difficulty even providing basic care during meeting; we struggled
through the year, depending on the dedication of a few members, and
ended this spring with a determination to change our whole
approach, an Education Committee which now includes nine members
(two convenors), and approval by meeting of funding which should
permit the exploration of a wide range of alternatives.

Our concerns about the space in which we meet have also gone
through many changes this year, and our other large and very active
committee is Long Range Planning. Last summer we found ourselves
being pressured to pay an increased amount for the use of a space
which was becoming rapidly less suitable. We tried out several
alternatives and settled at a new location which most of us found
extremely congenial, if less spacious.

A number of us would like the meeting to have its own space.
This has become more likely because we have received a generous
bequest from the estate of a member. We also found that we could
generate money for the building fund by having a group tag and bake
sale.

Through the course of the year, we have completed the
paperwork to establish the meeting as a corporation and to secure
its nonprofit status in the state of Colorado. We have explored
the possibilities of building a meeting house at the back of the
lot where we are now meeting, and have examined several existing
buildings. We have recently made an offer to buy a facility which
looks promising. We don’t know yet whether it will be truly
feasible.

The life of the meeting has continued as these options have
been explored. One member and several special long-time attenders
moved out of the area, but have found meetings to call home. Two
new members have joined us, and we have received a request for
trarufer to our meeting. We have come to treasure a group of
attenders who have assumed active roles in the meeting. We have
two clearness committees for marriage in the works, and have been
called to meet in search of clearness on several other important
issues as well.

It’s impossible to look into the future and say what the next
year will bring, but there are continuations of the matters noted
above to look forward to, as well as several seeds of new concerns
in the works.
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Mountain View Friends Meeting
Denver, Colorado

State of the Meeting Report to Yearly Meeting
June 1992

Stand still in that which is Pure. - -- George Fox

Our large Meeting continues to tind much to rejoice iii as we each find support in this

community for our inward journeys of the spirit, seeking to center ourselves in “that which is

pure.”
Our membership now totals 222, with 130 resident adults, 27 resident children, 63 non

resident adults and 2 non-resident children. We are enriched by many new attenders as well as

those treasured worshipers among us who resist, sometimes lbr decades, taking the step of

requeslJng Ibrinal membership. We hold two Meetings for Worship each First Day at our

Mcctinghouse at 2280 South Columbine, at 9:00 a.zn. and 10:30 a.m., with a large and active

First Day School program at 10:30 and a recently-begun children’s program at the earlier

Meeting as well. The West Side ‘Worship Group continues to hold worship each First Day at

a community center, a strong ftllowship including a good number of families with children. A

“City View” worship group now also meets twice each month in central northeast Denver with

between ten and fifteen adults and often an equal number of children. We remain mindful of

the challenge of keeping these various worshiping groups fieling part of a unilied whole.

Many of the concerns which drew our attention this year were those shared widely in the

Yearly Meeting. We have searched deeply fir unity on the question of recognizing and

supporting same-gender niarriage relationships, and we continue this dialogue.

What our relationship should be with the Friends Committee in Unity with Nature has

also been a subject of corporate searching for us. Many in our Meeting share a concern fir

stewardship of our planet as a religious concern, and some of our members have played active

roles in the development of a Friends’ perspective on this pressing issue. We are supported in

our understanding of this concern by the patient work of a FCUN group within the MeeLing.

Yet we do nut have complete unity to move ahead as a Meeting in this area.

After some years of waiting fir clearness about how to make use of a sizeable bequest

given to the Meeting, we were able to reach unity this year on the establishment of a scholarship

fund, which we hope will continue to grow.
The Denver AFSC office is lacing upheaval and a reconfiguration of staff and programs

fillowing major budget cuts. Our Meeting is examining how we can play a meaningful and

supportive role in these changes and choices.
Our Ministry and Worship Committee, after a period of time and effort spent on

organizing study courses on Quakerism and other tasks, minuted their concern to “spend all our

efforts in worship and other ways which we are led, to care for the quality and deepen

the spirituality of our meetings fur worship and monthly meeting for worship for

business,
This attention to the spiritual center of our community life, though given slightly different

expression by each of us, is a task we all share.



STATE OF DURANGO FRIENDS MEETING

Sixth Month 7, 1992

As of January 1, 1992, we have 21 adult members, 18 of them

resident and 3 non—resident. There are 10 junior members, 3

resident and 7 non—resident. Of these, there is one new adult

member and one adult member and one junior member have transfer

red to Eugene (Oregon) Monthly Meeting. We will have a marriage
under the care of the Meeting in July.

The focus of outreach this year has been the Com.rnunity Shel

ter for the Homeless. We have contributed funds to it and cooked

supper there for a week with the help of Young Friends. Also

Young Friends demonstrated to us the problems of hunger in the

world by having an Oxf am dinner in which varying numbers of mem

bers of the Meeting ate as that portion of the world would eat.

Additionally the Meeting supplied food for the community Christ
mas Project in Durango and gifts for children in Durango and
Cortez.

Worship sharing week continues to have the greatest atten
dance of the various Meetings for Worship. The ministry to one
another found there continues to warm us in bther parts of our
times together. Attendance at Meeting for worship for Business
has grown since its contents have been streamlined to matters for
discussion and decision with all reports except the treasurer’s
appearing the newsletter. This change was inspired by our exami
nation of business practices at IMYM. In adult discussion, we
considered a variety of topics plus questions from various Quaker
organizations. As part of the IMYM consideration, we are begin—
fling a discussion of same sex marriage with the hopes for consen
sus within a year. We also continue to consider the wisdom of
Meeting House purchase while enjoying the hospitality of the home
of Al and Carolyn Johnson. We continue our Fall retreat, now
combining it with the September New Mexico Regional Meeting at
Ghost Ranch.

• We are pleased with the growth and strength of the Mancos
Valley Worship Group while saddened that the Farmington/Blooin—
field group no longer meets regularly.

The Durango community met the challenge of the leader of the
Ku Klux Klan speaking at the local college in a manner congruent
with Friends principles. Pat Washburn of the Denver AFSC office
was invited by students to instruct them in non—violent resis
tance. Classes continued on campus and a variety of local busi
nesses offered well attended alternative activities. There was a
small attendance at the speech and no violence by any group.



GALLUP NORSHIP GROUP

STATE OF THE MEETING REPORT

June 1992

The Gallup Worship Group continues to meet at Red Mesa Art Center on

East Hill Street in Gallup. Weekly attendance ranges from 4 to 9 people. We
have been blessed with two new attenders this year, Joan Barnette from the

Knoxvillq TN Monthly Meeting and Fred Richards from the Exeter Meeting in PA.
More than half of our worship group attended the Fall Regional Meeting at Ghost
Ranch and look forward to meeting there in the future.

Most of our group is involved in the education process, specifically

of Native American students. Others are very involved in environmental issues

namely, recycling in Gallup and McKinley County and tree planting in Gallup.

This spring w&hosted a luncheon for peace walkers traveling west to

east. This event was very well received, especially by the media. Around...

August 20th, we will again host about 30 members of the European Peace Pil—

grarnage. We look forward to the arrival of this east to west group of tra

velers, who will end their journey at the Nevada Test Site in October.



LAS CRUCES MONTHLY MEETING

STATE OF MEETING REPORT

5/11/92

NOTE: As is our custom, our report is a compilation of conmientary from nearly all of our Mecting’s
miienibers and artciiders, he they young. oki, new or tong-teriu. This year the young people have put together
their own report.

STATiSTICS. Our membership grew slightly, to 19, with the transfer of Anne-Marie and
Link Eriksson from Cold Harbor (N.Y.) Yearly Meeting. We continue to attract new
attenders—our active community of Friends and Young Friends numbers upwards of 40.
We celebrated the marriage of two members: Dave and Marisa WaIL

POSITIVEs. The things most everydne mentioned liking were the silence, the family-like
feeling, the care and affection by the Meeting as a whole for our children, the respect for
individuaLity. Many mentioned enjoying our timer meetings. The events thought especially
wonderful were the February retreat at Browns’ with Martin Cobin and the outing at White
Sands with the Young Friends.

CoNcERNs. For the most part people had no complaints. A few people mentioned
problems such as: “tack of organization” and “lack of punctuality.” Several worried about
the negative effects of criticism in general and agreed that in particular, criticism of children
and young friends should be left to the children’s and young friend’s parents, as it is
otherwise both inappropriate and counterproductive.

COMMENTs/Gos
Some wished for classes in Qu.akerism. (A commitment to regular attendance is
necessary.)

‘ Some expressed a desire for more social events—the opportunity for fellowship
before/after/outside of First Day Meeting in order to get to know one another better.

r Some felt a need for more participation in Meeting activities and duties, particularly
First-Day School.

)Uf’YCL)-D PPtR
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• STATE OF THE MEL’I’ING RE?OR — SOCOPRO WORSHfl GROUP

May 1992

Socorro Worship Group continues to meet first and third First Days

with special programs or picnics on fifth Sundays at the homes of

Kitty i3ejnar , Jean and Archie Roath and George Cunningham. We had

a welcome to membership party for George Cunningham in May.

We have First Day School when needed. 6 to 20 adults attend

Meeting for Worship. No deatha or marriages. Esther Kolling has moved

back to Socorro, George Cunningham has accepted membership and Anne

and Cohn Wightman from New England YM have joined us. Several new

attenders are regulars.

We cooperate in C1iritiai1Unity Week with the Ministerial

Alliance. Two of our attenders have spearheaded the Socorro recycling

program. Four members attended the Las Lunas prison training sessions

so we could provide Quaker Meeting there. We have participated with

Albuquerque and Santa Fe for nearly a year now in Meeting for Worship

at the prison. There is a buoyant, hopeful spirit in the chapel and

there are many questiqnis.



Taos Friends Worship Group
Post Office Box 394
Taos, New Mexico 87571
May 28, 1992

Randy Herric—Stare, Clerk
Continuing Committee IYM
501 E First Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80203

Dear Randy,

Locally we are interested in the Taos Land Trust, The

AARP, adult tutoring, recycling, and various public issues.

Beyond that is the Nicaraguan Building Brigade, border

issues, international issues and, of course, the Washington

D. C. scene and our own state politics.

We are a way-station for journeying Friends and have had

pleasurable visits from several states this past year.

We do not find having IYM at Ft. Lewis College satisfactory,

and I, for one, now being 80 years of age, do not plan to

attend next ncrith. Among other things, the climbing up and

down to plenary sessions in the ballroom several times aay

is too much. I shall miss seeing all of you.

—-Con c5ino,

(2z4

Ruth Larson Hatcher
C onve nor



EL PASO MONTHLY MEETING
of the

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

Thirtieth Day, Fifth Month, Nineteen Hundred Ninety-two

To the Gathered Friends of the Intermountain Yearly Meeting and
all Children of the Light:

Greetings and felicitations from the El Paso Monthly Meeting. As
you gather to wait upon the Lord, we who are far away pray that
this Epistle will arrive at a gathering which will reach
clearness on the many weighty issues it must deliberate.

Over this past year, the El Paso Monthly Meeting has seen a
marked increase in attenders. This increase is perhaps due in
part to our convening of meeting for worship twice monthly, a
change we found unity on this past year. Meeting twice monthly
gives members and attenders opportunities to explore their
witnessing through other channels of spiritual growth.

We have been blessed with close ties to a local refugee aid
house, which brings us in contact with young Friends from other
parts of the country, and other persons who support Friends
testimonies.

In keeping with Friends traditional avoidance of outward forms
and structures, we have formed a Committee of the Whole, so that
all members and attenders may be more involved in the business of
the meeting.

We have a concern that this monthly meeting may be ld to seek
affiliation with the South Central Yearly Meeting. We are
threshing this weighty issue, and will proceed as the way opens,
praying for unity through the Lords guidance.

Each member and attender of this monthly meeting continues to
follow the light through various personal witnessing, as each is
privileged to be called thereto.

May the Light of His infinite love and guidance be with you all.

Yours in Love,

Cynthia. Rains Bonnie Lyons-Cohen. -

C -Clerk Co-C rk



(LEfUQUERQUE MONTHLY MEETING
of the

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

State of the meeting? Reasonably healthy, guetionino.

concerned, energies fragmented and attendance at events

unpredictable and often small. bout what one mioht exoect

of a large meeting with a fluctuatinci population of busy ocoole

with many demands on their time!

We continue to hold two Meetings -for Worshio on First Day

9:00 and 10:0. Though the attendance at the early oatherinci has

tapered off since the Gulf War, which oromoted it. ended. a

faithful few find it a particularly meaninciful time of worshiL.

The First Day School Parents and Friends Cooo will celebrate i€s

first anniversary in Septe,nber. Lovingly nurtured by a dedicated

Education Committee, the success of the cooci is cause for

celebration! measure of this is that all the committee members

want to stay on for another year!

Our Lesbian and Gay concerns group “graduated” last soring to

become a full—fledged meeting committee. In May and June o-f this

year, we celebrate the first same--gender marriages since the

meeting, after a lonu period of prayerful discernment, approved

a marriage minute affirming our loving support for LL couples.

Out o-f concern for our process of doing business, we have

extended the period of silence that precedes it. Aftr the

tea break at rise o-f meeting, we re—gather and settle into 15

minutes of worship before the Clerk opens the proceedings. It

has been a good reminder to us that what we are enoaged in is a

Meeting for WORSHIP for DLLsiness! We are finding that it takes

us less time than usual to get through our acienda!

Several from our meeting Joined with Friends from Santa Fe and

Sczcorro for a monthly Meeting for Worship at the New Mexico

Correctional Facility at Las Lunas. Interest in this ministry is

growing, and the meetings have increased to twice a month. Those

who attend speak of how moving an exoerience it is — for them. as

well as for those in residence who attend.

Dreams for a Friends School have come to fruition. head

teacher has been hired and will soon take up residency in

clbuquerque. The school will open in the Fall of 92, to

youngsters K — . The school will use the Meetino House

facilities until they are able to find a more suitable, ciermanent

location. The School Committee has worked with E4uildinos and

Grounds, Finance and.Ministry and Oversight Committees to make

this all happen.

The Meeting hosted an lternatives to Violence trainino weekend.

an AFSC Joint Service project. Response was so enthusiastic

among those present, Friends and non—Friends alike, that a

few participants are working towards offerinq a follow—up program

next year.

special meeting on the meeting’s response to environmental

concerns; small study groups on various topics and issues;



interqenerationel proqrams the first annual Fall Fiesta: reoorts
on travels to Panama and Maylasia: and o-f course the ubiauitous
potlucks—f or—al 1—occasions all brouoht folks tocether for
fellowship and learning.

Concern about our spiritual health — collective and individual —

is a thread that runs throughout the year. (I susoect every
year, and in every meetinQ!) In Setember ‘91 lhuoueroue Meetinc
held its first retreat. rouo of members and attenders sDent
two days reflecting and brainstorminq on ways in which we can
strengthen the spiritual dimension of our meetino cofnmunitv.
The fact that the questions are still beinq raised is a healthy
sign. We head into another year with many challenqes. and much to
be grateful for.

In ace and thank

Vermilye, Clerk
June, 1992

ing,



State of the Meeting Report

Fifth Month, 1992

Chamisa Friends Preparative Meeting has an average attendance of eight adults and eight

children from cur regular attenders list of fifteen adults and fifteen children. Each
Firstday at four o’clock (5 pm, Daylight Savings Time) we gather for Meeting for Worship.

We met at the Brunn School before it closed, off St. Michael’s Drive in Santa Fe. We now

meet at Westminster Presbyterian Church at W. Manhattan and St. Francis’ Dr. Of the

eigrt who are members of the Religious Society of Friends, four of us are members of

Santa Fe Monthly Meeting. We face the challenges of education, support, and financial

staOility as we practice old Friends’ ways sf committee meetings, threshing sessions,
clearness commitees and Meetings for Worship for Business.

During this past year we supported one couple married in the manner of Friends and
welcomed three babies. Our small community calls to each of us in our daily lives to
exercise conscience while responding to the Light present in all.

Betsy Bartels,
Clerk



New Mexico Regional Meeting, State of the Meeting Report for
Inter-Mountain Yearly Meeting, June, 1992

At our Fall Meeting in September of 1991 we agreed to
change our name from New Mexico Quarterly Meeting (since we
don’t meet 4:.ti.mes/year) to New Mexico Regional Meeting.
However, learning to say “Regional” instead of “Quarterly” in
our conversations is a slower process.

At the Fall Meeting we also said good-bye to Cynthia Moore,
who was moving to Baltimore. Cynthia put much time and effort
into shepherding our Meeting, and we minuted our appreciation.

The Fall Meeting at Ghost Ranch was attended by 180 people.
Ghost Ranch has felt like “home” to many of this Meeting for some
time, and appreciation was expressed for the setting. Many issues,
however, were still pressing - Friends to serve in positions at
the Regional and Yearly Meeting levels, the needs of individuals
for financial help to attend Meetings, the purposes of both
Regional and Yearly Meetings, and ways to support the constituent
Monthly Meetings, Preparative Meetings, and Worship Groups of our
large and varied territory.

Inlow Youth Camp for our Spring Regional in April, 1992
proved also to be a delight — a well-run camp in a beautiful
forest setting. The 37 people attending found an atmosphere of
community, all pitching in to do dishes or to clean camp. With
minutes from Durango and Chamisa having been circulated previously
and Albuquerque sharing its process of discussing its concerns,
our relationship with and responsibility to our Yearly Meeting
was again a topic. In particular we asked Meetings to be aware
of the rather un—Quakerly way we have sometimes conducted our
selves, and to not entirely blame our location for our dissatis
faction. At this Meeting also we enthusiastically received a
minute from Arizona Half-Yearly Meeting asking us to consider
meeting jointly perhaps once a year as one of our regular Regional
Meetings. We also addressed again guidelines in our budget for
supporting individuals inattendingmeetings of various kinds. In
support of our desire to have educational sessions at our Regional
Meetings Mary Dudley facilitated a workshop on Clerking.

In summary, as a Regional Meeting we are having lively dis—
cussions about ourselves, our purposes, and our processes. Our
desire to learn, as expressed in our commitment to have educational
sessions at Regional Meetings, will renew us and strengthen us as
we grow.

Submitted by Cathy Turner, Clerk, New Mexico Regional Meeting



28 Fifth—month 1992

To Iritermountain Yearly tleeting:

Logan Friends Monthly Meeting is alive and well. It meets for worship

each First-day at 10:30 a.rn. in rented quarters at Morningaide Schoo., 220

North 100 East in Logan, Utah. Th First—day school meets on first and third

£irst.-days concurrently with meeting for worship. Meeting for business

occurs on the first First—day of each month after the conclusion of worship.

The meeting has inaugurated a Friendly Women’s Group during the past

year. The group ordinarily meets each two weeks on Sixth-day evenings, but

the schedule sorLetirnes varies as conditions require.

In recent months, the meeting has experimented with creative listening

as an alternative to silent worship once a month. Currently, this practice

seems well established as a regular feature with the ministry and oversight

committee responsible for assigning the topic for each session.

The ministry and oversight committee also suggests specific pairings of

individuals each month with the objective of making our members and attenders

better acquainted with each other. The project has met with only varied

success.

Current concerns of Logan Friends include considering the state of unity

within the meeting and attempting to find one or more projects which it can (
undertake as a whole meeting.

Thia missive is solely the effort of the meeting’s clerk to meet the

deadline for describing the state of the meeting. I will recommend to Logan

Friends that it schedule state—of—the—meeting discussions each year well in

advance of 114!I•l’s annual gathering.

Most mailings to Logan Friends should go to its current clerk (zip code

wrong on several recent letters): Jim Boone, 1570W i600s, Lewiston, UT 8L320.

Mailings to the newsletter, The Cache Valley Quaker, should go to its

editor: Arly Helm, 8LS ll7OE, Logan, UfE32l.

/ Jim Boone
/ Clerk

Logan Friends Monthly Meeting



ZI&TE OF THE MEET I NU

1 r’iC ti i iEr-iD 1T I Ii

The WyLiiurig Frienus MetirttJ a rii monthly meeting in Lhe Q-iaer
no—mrs—l nd u W/uinin.j. Our urgani atiur1a1 structure foil ows the English
model wriere •rany IlCCtL r.qs in a r1j on are one mcrithl y meet 1. ng - As
Wyomingits per-ceive Lhe StaLC s one medium sized city with long streets a
Wyoming Friends Iieetiricj es the natural solution to the isolation of our
meet i rigs.

Our flieetiiicjs in Jackson, Sheridan, Lander, Casper, Savery cnd Laramie.
Savery, Csper enL1 Latader arethL- ial 1 est. Jackson and Larami. e the
1arcjet. Wi-f nvu 40 1=.ctIt iii be-s ariu aLtenders. Besides trans-ferrrc our
meiiibec.hip. o WycIhlncJ, re ccepted o± person to membership in the
Society 0+ Fri ends anu two persolis have Clearnebs Committees in response to
their request for iiembersfli.

Our meeti cijs are cuilpri su1 ni Fri ends wi th meiiibershi p at Deer Trail arid
boulder, Color-ado; L Foi-st, Illinois; Atlanta, Georgia; Colucibia,
Missouri; Moctown, New Jersey; Paul lina, Iowa; and Radncjr, Pennsylvania.

We meet a foi1ows January in Jackson, Eater in Lander, June at Savery,
Labor Oy eekenu t Srieridan i urmerly at Ring Lake) , and November in
Laraii.ie. We begin at lpal Saturday end end at 1pm on Sunday. We nave

rshi p, aihip si-ian rIg, uui ness niecti ng, fellowship. Al 1 our meals are
t luc. We sLy overnight iLh Friends, in our camping gear, or at motels

.pendi og JIi tiie season and i ocation. Our ne>t ‘manthly meeting wi 11 be
June 20 arid 21 at Se-very, Wyomi rq, whi cri is on the Wyoming Col orado border
directly .outh o-f.Raw1iri and nortreast of Craig.

As the Sherioan meeting has close ties with Heartland and Billings Montana
Murithly Meetings; Jac.on with Friends in Logan, Utah; and Laramie with the
Boulder, Colorado Meeting we are not in a rusn to affiliate with either
Interiiiountain or Pacific Yearly Meetings. Our Wyoming meetings nave strong
loyalty an nutur-tr:q ties to eacn respective group. Also, we are still too
small n resources ano t-ur,cls to tC or1 the responsibilities of melubership
in a year I y i[iCCti rig. We i-i t-d w ned to concentrate our focus or qett ritj
our Meeting firmly grouridd in spirit, in organization, and in fellowship.

We have few children under our :are. Only Jackson has an organized program
for theui.

The Sheridan meeting has played a key role in creating an observance of the
Quincenterinial of Columbus. With cooperation from the Montana Gathering of
Friends (a quarterly meeting within Pacific Yearly Meeting) , the American
Friends Service Committee aj-,d in collatoration with people from the
Nor them Cheyenne nati on an extended p1 annincj process wi 1 1 culminate July
7—12, 1992 in a unique quincentennial observance. At Plenty Coups State
Park in the Pryor Mountains the first several days will focus on Native
American youth with experiences organized around a mnentaring concept with
e last -Few days including adult observance of the occasion. The hope is

inject new vitality into the local society and establish meaningful
contacts and connections between Caucasian and Native Americans. As a
consequence of this planning uric of the Native American families have



zasionally participated in the Sheridan meeting’s worship sharing.

With the support of the meeting, members in Laramie started the Wyoming

Alternatives To Violence Project. During the Gulf War concerned cit.zens

estabi ished ‘Laramie C.tizens for Peace and Justice’ and members of this

group “spun off” to join Quakers in AVP Four “citizen” weekend workshops

have been held in Laramie and three “prison” workshops were held at the

state penitentiary in F<awlins. The Director of Corrections is anxious for

AVP to have workshops at the Wyoming Women’s Center at Lusk. The Governor

is glad to have AVP in Wyoming. This work is being done under the guidance

of the Colorado (lternatives to Violence Project with funds from Mountain

View Friends Meeting in Denver, the Wyoming Church Coalition, Wyoming

Friends Meeting, Laraiiiie meeting and individual contributions.

There is more demand for AVP in the institutions of Wyoming than we have

the people or funding resources to provide.

Because Wyoming’s Deputy Director of Corrections went to Montana as their

Director of Corrections, requests have been received to conduct workshops

in Montana’s institutions.

May 26, 1.992
106 Kearney, Laramie, Wy 82070

I HANSEN
RRESPONDlNG CLERK



5. Reports of Concern Goups and Interest
Groups Meeting at IMYM 1992
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Friends’ Responsibility to our Children

Report of the Concern Group
Meeting During Intermouritain Yearly Meeting
Sixth Month 11, 1992

Twenty-one Friends met to discuss the needs and yearnings attendant to this concern. We
find much energy hand devotion to our children and their spiritual development; and we
want to support those adults and youth who are trying to respond to both Firstday Learning
and adult growth in the Spirit. We agree that we want:

1) The continuation of the IMYM Religious Education Committee

2) The twice yearly publication of a newsletter for sharing helpful information and ideas
for successful Firstday School coordination.

3) A budget for the copying and maffing of this newsletter (2 sheets, printed on both

sides) so that the financial burden is not left to the four Regional committee members,

and they can put their energy into getting ideas to the newsletter editors/convenors.

For this fall’s issue, to be mailed in August, we request from Finance Committee an
immediate expenditure of $75.00. A budget for 1993 is attached hereto. We ask that
Regional Meetings continue to nominate members to this committee as defined in the Guide,

but without the rotation of newsletter production and expense.

Suggestions to Regional nominating Committees:
convenors of the IMYM Religious Education Committee:

Elizabeth and John O’Brien, Santa Fe Monthly Meeting.
Cynthia Taylor, Albuquerque Monthly Meeting

Budget

Computer Supplies $ 25
Postage (1st class) 65
Printing 30
Long Distance Telephone

$200



Responses to the Utah Minute Concerning Same Sex Marriage

Report of the Concern Group
Meeting During Intermouritain Yearly Meeting
Sixth Month 12-14, 1992

We have reviewed the minutes on same gender marriage concurring with the Utah Minutes.
These seven Monthly Meetings and one Worship Group include: Albuquerque, Santa Fe,
Chamisa, Logan, Salt Lake, Gila, Colorado Springs, and Boulder. Other Meetings report that
they are still seeking clarity on this matter. We appreciate the attention Meetings have paid
to this and ask that they continue to address it and forward their responses to Continuing
Committee before its February 1993 meeting. This Concern Group is happy to provide
speakers and other resources as requested, through Bob Hall of the Pima Meeting (602/882-
4399).

The Concern Group will continue its work through visitation and correspondence with
Meetings and Worship Groups throughout the coming year. At next year’s gathering of
IMYM, we request a time for the Concern Group on Responses to the Utah Minute to meet.
An Interest Group, perhaps led by Eric Johnson, pertaining to choices about sexuality, is also
hoped for. We would like to make a video available for Friends to see as they like.

We would like to host a Threshing Session on the topic “What is our response to
discrimination, in our midst and in the world, against gays, lesbians, and bisexuals.” This
invites Friends to speak from their own experience about the actions they have taken to
counteract discrimination. Others may speak about how it feels to be discriminated against.
As part of this, Friends can speak of their experiences as they sought (or seek) clarity on
same-gender marriage. Responses, both feelings and actions taken, include those made on
individual, Meeting, Regional and Yearly meeting levels. We will prepare queries and
information to be sent to meetings in advance.

Rebecca Henderson (505/989-8627)
Robin Calland (303/778-0878) Co-clerks



Regarding a Committee on Ministry and Counsel

Report of the Concern Group
Meeting During Intermountain Yearly Meeting
Sixth Month 11, 1992

A concern group met on Thursday, June ii, 1992, to discuss a proposal that IMYM form a
Committee on Ministry and Counsel for the purpose of helping to foster the spiritual life and
good order of the annual session, endeavoring to make it a fulfilling experience for all
participants. This small group discussed the idea of a committee, composed of two members
from each region, which would be active only during the annual gathering. Issues were
considered extensively, and the group recommends that the Clerk of Continuing Committee
foster further discussion by a wider constituency.



Right Sharing of World Resources

Report of the Interest Group
Meeting During Intermountath Yearly Meeting
Sixth Month 13, 1992

The interest group on the Right Sharing of World Resources rejoices in the dedication of our
Betsy Moen to the program of FWCC. We urge meetings to weigh the essential testimonies
of equality and conmiunity underlying current Friends’ involvement in witness and
programs at personal, local, national and international levels.

We note the request from the March 1992 Annual Meeting of the Section of the Americas of
FWCC that we give renewed attention to right sharing and the evolution of a genuine
testimony among all yearly meetings in our section with the hope that at report can be
presented to the FWCC Triennial in 1994.

We would urge that our IMYM meetings and interest groups respond to the following query,
forwarding responses to the Continui Committee in February, to be the basis of a report
to be brought to IMYM for discussion in 1993.

How are we sharing ourselves, our financial, material and human resource sand our
knowledge in building a community that works toward the eradication of poverty?

Background material to assist meetings in their discussions includes Right Sharing News
Second Quarter 1992, Vol XXLX, No. 2; and ‘Remember 1967 - The Fourth World Conference
of Friends” FWCC.



Friends Committee on Unity With Nature

Report of the Concern Group
Meeting During Intermountain Yearly Meeting
Sixth Month 12, 1992

The concern group was convened during IMYM 1992 with the hope of eliminating confusion
about why IMYM Friends were reluctant to accept FCUN’s invitation to identify a
representative of IMYM to interact with it. After all, Friends have been washing plastic bags
for years, even before it became fashionable, and nearly every Friend acknowledges a
spiritual dimension to the relation of humans to the non-human. The concern group helped
clarify the matter.

The resistance to affiliation with FCUN comes from a combination of deeply held Quaker

values of simplicity, veracity and speaking to that of the Deity in everyone, on the one hand,

and lack of familiarity with FCUN on the other. Not being familiar with FCUN, traditional
values and recent experience with Quaker organizations make IMYM Friends cautious about
involvement with FCUN.

Simplicity requires resistance to unnecessarily complicating our lives, our organizations and

our searching. Some Friends believe that FCUN does, or may, duplicate the activities and

approaches of other environmental groups. Duplication is complication. If FCUN is unique,

IMYM Friends are not aware of that. Some Friends, who are already focused on
environmental concerns and active with environmental groups, do not have time to affiliate

with another. These Friends are reluctant to have IMYM join FCUN if it is in name only.

Such affiliations are confusing and insincere. Some IMYM Friends are opposed to a

perceived trend in our society to compartmentalize issues. Such compartments proliferate,

each with its own expert or experts and jargon. Others believe that because dealing with

environmental issues engages man;y traditional Quaker values, process and projects,

affiliation with FCUN may provide unique opportunities to synthesize leadings, values and

witness. Some IMYM Friends believed that the first contacts by FCUN were addressed to the

yearly meeting level. They thought this “top down process felt artificial. These Friends

have not objection to affiliation with FCLTN, but not until interest and commitment to it is

demonstrated at the monthly meeting level.

Veracity requires avoidance of even the appearance of insincerity or ill considered speech.

IMYM’s affiliation with any organization is a statement to other Friends and the world at

large. In view os the recent controversy regarding the policies and practices of AFSC, with

which IMYM has long been affiliated, IMYM Friends are properly cautious about lending the

name and support of IMYM to an organization about which many feel ill informed.

Speaking to that of the Deity in each human forecloses from Friends some tactics which have

given notoriety for some environmental groups. Many IMYM Friends are unfamiliar with

the activities of FCUN. Affiliation would be improper unless its approach and perspective is

unique to Friends.

One participant who know the editors of the FCUN publication described theme as

quintessential Quakers. This sharing suggests that IMYM Friends should make it a point to

get to know them and FCUN better.



Another participant shared with the concern group the conclusion of a group of diverse
religious leaders that we are witnessing the emergence of a world religion, reverence for the (
earth. (To say that there is that of the Deity in every ecosystem rings oddly in the ear only
because of the mix of traditional and technological language; it is intuitively true. Because of
Friends’ reluctance to be boxed in by concepts of language, because of Friends’ traditions of
decision making through collective insight, because of Friends’ commitment to passivism, we
have a lot to offer and gain from involving ourselves in the emerging world dialogue.
Where does FCLJN fit in?

The concern group proposes that IMYM adopt a minute encouraging all monthly and
regional meetings to facilitate awareness of the spiritual dimension between humans and that
of the Deity which is worldly but not human. It also proposes that IMYM fadiita
opportunities for Friends to gain inspiration from addressing environmental issues. Further
IMYM and its constituent Meetings should encourage the use of FCLJN as a resource,
perhaps by subscribing to its publications or making available monthly meeting directories to
FCUN so that it may send written material. Finally, IMYM should encourage those monthly
and regional meetings that feel led to do so to affiliate directly with FCUN.


